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Newt says 'yes' to Super Conference
By ANDREW LYONS
News Editor

The most influential man in
Congress, Speaker of the House
Newt Gingrich, will speak during
Super Conference at 8 p.m. Monday,
Oct. 9, in the Vines Center.
"It's a done deal. He'll be
here,"
Assistant
to
the
Chancellor Duke Westover said.
According
to
Westover,
Gingrich's visit will be a largescale media event. "We're hop-

ing that C-Span will carry the
entire event. Mark DeMoss is in
charge of media (contacts) here,
and so he's letting the word out
that
Newt will be here,"
Westover said.
Gingrich's speech at Super
Conference will have a larger
audience than just Liberty,
Westover said.
"The things that Gingrich says
can be an influence not only
here, but all across the country,
as (pastors) take the message

back to their home churches.
"I feel that Newt is a strong
proponent of the same values
that Jerry Falwell and Liberty
University and all the ministries
here propose," Westover said.
Even beyond having the same
values, Westover said he believes
the Speaker is a Christian. "Yes,
Newt has made a profession of
faith," he said.
Gingrich, a 51-year-old Republican from Georgia, was
elected as a congressman from

the sixth district of his state in
1978. As Speaker of the Housed
Gingrich presides over the House
and is third in line for the presidency in case of emergency.
A former college professor,
Gingrich spends his time scheduling legislation for action,
deciding which bills go to which
committees and appointing committee chairs.
"Newt is probably one of the
brightest, most focused men I've
ever met. I first met Newt in 1984

Then I was involved in the
Republican National Convention
in Dallas, and I had the opportunity to spend about two hours with
Newt one day," Westover said.
"In the conversation, I asked
Newt if he ever saw himself living in (the White House), and
his answer was, 'I believe that
the office that has more opportunity for positive change in
America is the office of Speaker
of the House.'
"That has been his goal for a

long time, and so he has accomplished that. I believe (he) is setting about bringing about some
of the changes for good that he
spoke of," Westover said.
"(Gingrich) knows the school.
He knows what the school
stands for. I think he's a real
friend of the entire ministry."
In addition to Gingrich, other
speakers who are scheduled to
attend this year's Super Conference are Dr. E. V. Hill and Dr.
Adrian Rodgers.
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Power surges The glaze i$ gone
leave APCO
closes doors
in the dark
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Editor in Chief

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Editor in Chief
Don't expect the clocks in
DeMoss to stop blinking out
any time soon.
The power outages that
have been striking the lower
side of campus probably will
not be fixed in the near
future, according to Liberty's
Maintenance Director Charles Spence.
"The main power's going
off," Spence said. "(The
Appalachian Power Company's) system is sensing
some kind of small fault on
the line."
APCO's equipment shuts
down the power when it senses a problem on the line. It
then tests the line twice; if the
problem persists, the line is
shut down for good.
"This (problem) is just
catching it once," Spence said.
The shutdown could be
caused by moisture, dirt, contamination or animals. "A lot
of time, APCO tells us (minor
shutdowns) represent a bird
on the line," Spence
explained. "I think it's contamination of the line."
The number of animals
moving through the area may
be affecting the wire, a
spokesman for APCO said.
"Many birds are migrating
at the moment," Marvin
Dillard, a service supervisor,
said. "Enough of them get on
the line to ground it, and that
opens (the breaker)."
The power outages have

affected DeMoss Hall, other
academic buildings and all
dorms from the front of campus to the Circle. The senior
dorms have not lost power.
"Senior dorms are fed completely separately from the rest
of campus," Spence explained.
Most of Liberty's computers
have not been harmed by the
fluctuations either; uninterrupted power supply units
have kept the machines running when the power fails.
"We're probably one of the
best-kept areas on campus,"
Bill Samson, director of academic computing, said.
Administrative computers
are also protected.
"We have an (uninterrupted
power supply) system that does
just fine for us," said Randy
Morrison, director of administrative computing. "During minor power outages like that,
they keep us running."
Computers in the external
degree program have not fared
as well, however, said Ken
Wilson, director of administrative computing for the program.
"We were essentially shut
down for several hours at a
time," Wilson said. "We have
a lack of batteries."
For now, the batteries and
other failsafes will have to
suffice; neither LU maintenance nor APCO have any
idea have any idea when the
problem will be solved.
"We've patrolled it all,"
Dillard said. "There're no
machinery problems. We
haven't found a cause."

A Lynchburg landmark and LU hangout has
closed its doors for thefinaltime.
Citing poor sales and a lack of profit, Krispy
Kreme Doughnuts shut down its Lynchburg
facility at noon Friday, making the nearest Krispy
Kreme outlet a store in Roanoke.
"I guess you could classify it as lack of demand
in the Lynchburg market," a Lynchburg store manager who asked that his name not be used said.
The Lynchburg store had been in business
since May 1991, the manager said, but had not
shown a profit the entire time.
"We were hoping we would see improvement," he
said, aiding that various marketing strategies were
utilized. "Those efforts did not produce results."
The Lynchburg administrator said the option of
closing the store was "in the back of (the executives') rninds for six months," but the actual decision was only made two or three weeks ago.
This decision will not only impact students
buying snacks. Besides the doughnuts sold on
location, the store at 2827 Candlers Mountain
Road also produced the doughnuts Krispy Kreme
sold in local supermarkets, grocery stores and
other large institutions.
"We're volume producers," the manager
explained, "We have machinery that can make 150
doughnuts an hour. We didn't do half of that."
The store also produced doughnuts used in
fundraisers by various groups, including
Liberty's football team and cheerleading squad.
pholo by Keith Luulow
These groups will now have to work with the
store in Roanoke, the spokesman said.
CLOSE UP SHOP ~~ A construction doughnut shop was in business for four
Several customers seemed disappointed at the worker helps In taking the prominent years but did not realize a profit the entire
doughnut shop's demise.
Krispy Kreme sign down. The Lynchburg time, management said.
"We thought it was an excellent place," said
manager on the second shift. "This was the place
This atmosphere touched other customers as
Tom Oliver, of Grand Rapids, Mich.
to come."
well.
Sandy
Royster
of
Lynchburg
said
Krispy
Oliver and friends of his come to Lynchburg on
And although LU students will not be eating
Kreme
was
a
favorite
of
her
family.
business severaltimesa year, and eachtimethey
"hot
fresh" Krispy Kreme doughnuts any"My
daughter
cried
when
she
heard,"
Royster
visited the doughnut shop.
more,
their
support of the store in the past was
said.
"We liked it so much we made up a jingle
appreciated.
Liberty
students
were
also
steady
customers.
about the doughnuts," Kim Schwacha, also of
"The level of support we've received from you
"During the school year, 50 percent of our
Grand Rapids, said.
all
at Liberty was fantastic," the Lynchburg managbusiness
comes
from
Liberty
students,"
said
"The real draw was the people," Oliver said.
er
said.
"I wish we could have expanded on that"
Wendell
Andrews,
an
assistant
Krispy
Kreme
"Everyone was so nice."
_—
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Witnesses form t w o ministry outlets
By S. DANIEL KIDDER and
BETSY SEARS

|j|n.i'.* by Jeremy AlrxHiitki

LET ME TELL YOU ABOUT JESUS — A member of
Shepherds Ministries shares the gospel Friday with strangers.

The Bible says reach out. With
Friday night witnessing last semester, the students did.
This semester, students have two
outreach opportunities.
Along with the unofficial student
ministry Friday Night Witnessing,
Liberty's official outreach ministry
— Shepherds Ministries — is also
getting involved.
Much like Friday
Night
Witnessing, Shepherds Ministries
also takes the Word of God to those
in the community.
It has a two-fold purpose: to
expose those who would enter fulltime Christian service to the ministry and (o reach out to Liberty
University and to Lynchburg.
"The first main purpose is to be
excited about what God has called
us to do in the ministry, and then to
facilitate that outreach as much as

possible," Austin Rammell, president of Shepherds Club, said. "The
second is very obvious: we want to
reach our Jerusalem; we want to
reach our Judea."
SM leadership wanted to ensure
that the outreach would be in place
when they returned this semester.
To do that, they established a
bimonthly visitation and evangelization program.
Initially, this move caused some
confusion and controversy.
Friday Night Witnessing founders feared the new witnessing
activity would conflict with their
established program.
(Shepherds Ministries) is doing
basically the same thing," Mike
Sliwinski, one of the original
organizers of Friday Night
Witnessing, said.
"They have more resources than
we do, obviously. We're just a volunteer type of thing. And they're
just doing the same thing we're

doing, except they can spread it out
to the prisons and places we can't
go to," Sliwinski said.
Some members of Friday Night
Witnessing thought Shepherds
Ministries was trying to take over
the ministry the students had begun
last year, Sliwinski said.
Shepherds Ministries organizers
said the move was part of a reorganization of the Shepherds Club in
an attempt to involve more than just
ministry students.
"Everyone thought of Shepherds
Club as being for just ministry students, and we wanted it to be for
everyone," Rammell said. "We
wanted to make it inclusive instead
of exclusive."
Rammell said Shepherds Ministries wasn't even aware of the
other witnessing group.
"There's no spirit of competition.
You can't have a competition if you
don't know you have a competitor,"
Rammell said.

The difference between Friday
Night Witnessing and Shepherds
Ministries is that Friday Night
Witnessing is more of an informal
group, although records show average attendance of 200 people, with
peaks of up to 600.
During the course of the semester, approximately 250 people
came to know Christ as a result of
the group's efforts.
Daniel Chisca, one of the leaders of FNW, said he was contacting those who participated last
year when the Shepherds Ministries announcement was made in
Ministry Chapel. He concluded
that there was confusion over who
would be heading up Friday Night
Witnessing.
"Because of the situation, we're
going to have to work around them
and go out when they don't. We
still have a ministry; I just want to
See 2 Witnessing, Page 4
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PFR plans to rock Vines
By SHANNON BALLARD
Champion Reporter

file pholo

PRAY FOR RAIN — Joel Hanson, Patrick Andrew and Mark
Nash of Pray For Rain will perform in the Vines Center at 7:30
Monday night. Also performing will be Jars of Clay.

>re Information call
C-91 at 582-20)1 or the
Upper Room at 847-2487V

Tile cost for Putt-Putt is $2 for
attlimited golf, $1 for eight
^tokensand$2torgo-cartrides. •
Skating wiU be at Skatelattd on
Graves M»t Road. The cost of
$3.50 includes skates. For more
infortnation, call the Student
Life Office at 2131.

• Wes .Bung — Wes King and
-special guests Fred Long and
Joanna Carlson will perform
in the Vines Center f Thursday»"
Oct "5, at 7:30 p.m. Tickets
are free to all LU administration, faculty, Staff and students. For more information*
• Friday Night Witnessing — call the Student Life office at
The Friday Night Witnessing 582TNFO.
group will be meeting every
other Friday at 6 p.tau ia the » Volunteers Needed —
DeMoss Hail parking lot. For Lynchburg Parks and Recexact
dates
call SSCike reation has 12 recreation cen•Sliwinski at 4316 or Daniel ters in need of volunteers. For
€hbcaat39lo,
more information, call Debbie
Troutman Or Judi Lariviere at
» PFR — The Sttitfem Lite 8474640.
Office will pKsstrnt PPR, with
special guest Jars of Ciay, » For Singles ~~ Chestnut Hill
M^
Sept 25. Tickets are Baptist Church offers a singles
free to LU adtrduistration, facuL class at 9:45 a.m. Sunday. For
$yT staff and students. For more more information, call Paul
Information call the Studnet Life Dudley at 239-2533.
Office at 582-INFO.
• Environmental Fair ~~ The
;*S«per Conference - r Super Eleventh Annual National;
Conference will be Oct. S* II Environmental Career Con*
in the Vines Center and at ferenee and Career Fair will be
Thomas Road Baptist Church; held in Aiaxandria, Va„ Oct
For more information call 800- 27-28. The event is sponsored
by the Bavlronmental Careers
424-9592.
Organization.
» The Waiting — The Waiting
will perform at the Upper * Convocation Schedule -— .
Room at 8 p.m. Thursday, - Wednesday, Sept. 20: Dr.
Sept. 21. The Upper Room is Falwell
located at College Kill Baptist - Friday, Sept 22: Dr. lohnny
Church — corner of 11th and Hunt
Floyd Street. C-91 will be giv- - Monday, Sept 25: World
ing away free tickets. For Impact Conference
•
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build church people to build your
programs. There's a new exciteAsst. Copy Editor
ment in the church."
In a move to take the "old" out
Hiner took over the director of
of "Old Time Gospel Hour," music post from Dr. David
Robbie Hiner, new director of Randlett.
music at TRBC, has opened up the
Randlett will continue to head
Old Time Gospel Hour Choir to the Sounds of Liberty, as well as
LU students and teens.
direct the music for the Living
Hiner will now be responsible for Christmas Tree.
all the music at
"It's a
«Dr. Falwell wants America t r a d i t i o n
TRBC.
He wdl cooraround here
to see that there are
dinate all of the
he do it,"
teenagers involved in the that
church choirs,
Hiner said.
from
prelocal church."
"He was
school
to
— Robbie Hiner leading music
senior citizen,
TRBC Director of Music at the church
will oversee ——_________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and running
the Living Christmas Tree program the (Sounds of Liberty)," he said. "It
and will line up the music for Super was a big job, and he was spreading
Conference.
himself kind of thin."
Hiner is currently concentratThe choir meets at 4 p.m.
ing his efforts on the Old Time Sundays for practice. It is open to
Gospel Hour Choir.
all students.
"I said, 'Can we open up the
"Even if you think you can't do it,
choir,' and (Dr. Jerry Falwell) said, come out one time, and you will see
'Make it happen,'" he said.
that you can," Hiner concluded.
Hiner began to push the choir at
Liberty and had 84 students sign
up the first day.
Because of the renewed interest,
another 30 church members joined
the singing throng, and even more
students have jumped on board.
The choir more than doubled in
size, from 80 to 170 members, for
Sunday mornings during the past
several weeks.
The blue robes fill the front
choir loft, and seats have been
placed in the upstairs balcony sections on both sides.
Hiner said the choir will swell
further with the introduction of 3040 teenagers in the next three
weeks.
They also plan to use teenagers
in the church orchestra.
"Dr. Falwell wants America to
see that there are teenagers
involved in the local church,"
Hiner said.
He said the main reason for the
push is to get people involved in
the ministry of the church. "You

you can advertise this ...

•

EARN EXTRA CASH ...
WHILE HELPING OTHERS!

or this ...

Lynchburg Plasma Company, Inc,
A Seramune Company

EARN $35* FIRST WEEK

I

EARN $2.00

EARN $25* EVERY WEEK AFTER

for New Donors with this
coupon

"MUST DONATE TWICE IN ONE CALENDAR WEEK

EARN $5.00

I

I for Returning Donors who have |
•not given for one month or bring •
us a New Donor.
Open 9:30am-5:30pm Monday thru Friday I LYNCHBURG PLASMA CO. I

Fort Hill Village Lynchburg, VA 24502

(804) 239-0769

photo by Jim Proffltt

SINGING PRAISES TO THE LORD — Robbie Hiner, the
Old Time Gospel Hour Choir director, leads his Sunday
morning choir composed of young and old.

IN THE CHAMPION ...

lb place information i« The Ear, drop notices off at the Cbaitipinn officii
I P«WI<3¥» Hall 113. A|] ifllbrtnaiian sixjultl i>e in aa env«foj3e matied "'ltje Ear,
c/o Vau Go&b, Liberty Cbampfpa.** Pteass submitinformation at least two
S:- weeks in advance of aa event.
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Kingdom college tour.
According to one of its press
releases, the members of PFR
are always sure to let their fans
know they have not gotten their
identity from being in a band.
Being in a Christian band is
what the three feel God has
called them to do, and the
group's success or failure lies
with God.
Jars of Clay will also appear
with PFR at 7:30 Monday night.
Tickets are free to LU administration, faculty, staff and students.
For more information, call the
Student Life Office at 582-INFO.

By S. DANIEL KIDDER

• World Impact Conference
- Liberty Missions will boil
the annual World impact
Conference Sept 24-29. The
theme of the concert will be
"Jesus Christ; For All the
World." For more information,
call Wes Tutfle at ext. 2841.

• ;Lyncfebufg Bowl.

first met at youth camp in
Minnesota and started out playing in various Christian clubs.
Their big break came when they
opened at the New Union club for
Steve Camp.
Camp gave their demo tape to
a music recording company, and
the, three were offered a recording contract.
In 1993, PFR opened up for
Petra during Petra's "Wake-Up
Call" tour, and later they recorded
"We Can Work It Out" on a Beatles
tribute album.
Last May, after a tour in
America, PFR began its United

Hiner starts as TRBC music
director, opens choir to students

ear
•Late-Night Activities
—-On Friday. Sept. 22, lite
Late*oigfn activities will be
skating and Puu~£*uit. Friday,
Sept 29, the Late-night activities
will be skating, Puit-Puti and
bowling.
The cost for bowling is $6.25
for unlimited bowling, and
shoe: rental is free, tfse your
W ID to buy tickets at AMF

From a youth camp in
Minnesota, where they began, to a
tour with Petra to their own recording contract, the contemporary
Christian band Pray For Rain
seems to be on its way up, and
Liberty students will soon get a
chance to hear them in concert.
A Christian group with a love for
God and a sound like the Beatles
will bring its "Great Lengths" tour
to the Vines Center Monday
evening, Sept. 25. Named for its
latest album, "Great Lengths" is

PFR's third tour and the second
time it has headlined.
PFR's first two albums won the
group a GMA Dove Award for
Album of the Year and a nomination for New Artist of the Year.
The second album, "Goldie's
Last Day," named after bassist
Patrick Andrew's deceased dog
Goldie, earned PFR a Grammy
Nomination
for
Contemporary/Rock Gospel Album of the
Year in 1993.
The band's self-taught drummer
Mark
Nash,
bass
player/singer Patrick Andrew,
and guitarist/singer Joel Hanson

I

(804) 239-0769

NO EXP.

I

J

and then you will
have lots of this.

ANY.
QUESTIONS?
Classifieds

WORK

To place a classified ad
call Mr. Cam Davis at

804-582-2128
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Strack heads SEW
as students pack Vines

A total of twenty-seven hundred
students attended last week's
Spiritual Emphasis Week held in the
Vines Center.
Campus Pastor Dwayne Carson
said that Spiritual Emphasis Week
was like laying a spiritual foundation that could be built upon for the
rest of the school year. "God's spirit was there. Now we can build,"
Carson said. "Commitments have
to be lived out.
"I am evaluating the student body,
and I think we have a student body
that's serious about the things of
God," he said.
This year's speaker was evange-

list Dr. Jay Strack. On this, his 15th
visit, Strack said it is the atmosphere that keeps him coming back
year after year.
"A lot of people are here to be
champions for Christ. I like to go
places like that," he said.
Strack said plans are already taking shape for him to come back and
speak again next year.
Each night, after Strack had spoken, many students came to the altar
for prayer.
"Many students did confess living
in a way that was not pleasing to the
Lord," Carson said.
In addition to the evening services,

Carson said that some students on
different halls met for early morning
prayer services. Dorm 23-3 even had
an all-night prayer service.
The campus pastor's office
received 15 decision cards signed
during the conference.
The decisions made last week by
various students will be followed up
and reinforced by spiritual life directors and prayer leaders on the students' halls, Carson said.
Liberty University will have Spring
Spiritual Emphasis Week Jan. 28-31
with special speaker Randy Hogue.

file photo

—from staff reports

REVIVAL — Dr. Jay Strack speaks as students kneel and pray in the Vines Center Tuesday
night, the third night of Spiritual Emphasis Week.

World Impact Conference hosts
missionaries from 28 agencies
By MARK HASKEW

Champion Reporter
Liberty will get a weeklong taste
of the mission field next week,
when missionaries and representatives from 28 different agencies
descend on the campus during the
annual World Impact Conference.
The conference, which runs
from Sunday, Sept. 24, through the
Friday, Sept. 29, is designed to promote world missions, according to
LIGHT Ministries Co-Director
Wes Tuttle.
"The whole idea is to bring
about an increase in awareness to
students about the needs of the
world," Tutde said. "We've been
praying for several months that
God would light a fire in students
(concerning missions)."
Missionaries will be speaking at
each of the Convocations during
the week, at the campus church
services and at the Wednesday
night service at Thomas Road
Baptist Church.
During the week, missions representatives will set up booths in

DeMoss Hall, hand out literature
and explain their agencies' specific work to the students. In
addition, faculty members are
encouraged to take advantage of
the opportunity to invite missionaries into classes to speak,
Tuttle said.
Tuttle noted that, in the past,
these talks with the students have
been favorites with the representatives. "One thing we saw on
(conference) evaluations was
interest by students in missions.
(The representatives) really
enjoy being by displays and talking to students," he said.
A unique aspect of this year's
conference is the addition of a
Scott Wesley Brown concert to
be held in the Multi-Purpose
Building at 7 p.m. Thursday,
Sept. 28. The concert will be free
to Liberty students.
Brown will also be speaking in
Convocation Friday, Sept. 29.
According to Tuttle, Brown is
personally active with world
missions by giving musical
instruments to Christians who

photo by ZAchiry KfOflaibtrgcr

MEET YOU AT THE POLE — Students gathered
around the flagpole in the courtyard to pray last
Wednesday m o r n i n g /
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ALL YOU CAN EAT! i
i

Chick-Fil-A Sandwiches
$1.69 EACH •

|
I

Hills Plaza

237-9877

Featuring
18 p o i n t I n s p e c t i o n
Transmission Service
Tire Rotation
Hand Car Wash
No A p p o i n t m e n t N e c e s s a r y

CLEAN LUBE

OPEN
7-9 M-Sat
8-6 Sunday

J" ONE F R E T W A S T T I N "J

I

Hours: M-F 7:30-6:00
Sat 7:30-4:00

DOUBLE LOADER

|

SERVICE CENTER

K^m^S'^

OIL, LUBE, AND FILTER*

$18.95

reg. $23.95
(Up to 5 Quarts)
'Otter good only with coupon thru Oct. 14, 1995

8503 Timberlake Rd. 237-5771

9/28

9/29

HUT0 RCCESS0RV WAREHOUSE
AUTO SALES RIMS TIRES WINDOW TINTING
847-5989
3028 MEMORIAL AVE

S*l

Auto Window Tinting

® Custom cut one piece rear glass
® Protects interior from fading
® Provides privacy
® 99% UV block
® VA legal
® 4 door
$139
® 2 door
$129
® Over
5,000
^V /fV &s
\ A/ fir
served.

Gold
Packages

Chrome
Accent Trim
Wheel Logos/
Accessories

V

COIN LAUNDRY
Hill Plaza
One Coupon per Person per Visit
Expires 11-15-95

Diamonds of fine quality have a sparkle all their own. The more
perfectly and precisely the facets are cut on a diamond, the greater
the amount of light that passes through it. And the more brilliant
the results. But cut is |ust one of the things to look for when selectinga diamond.
The quality of a diamond also depends on its Color, Clarity and
Carat-weight. Together, they're known as the 4C's, the important
characteristics that give a diamond its value and rare beauty. And to
understand each of the 4C's is to understand the difference between
diamonds.
Color refers to the different gradations from exceptional white
to yellowish Clarity is the degree to which a diamond is free of
interior and exterior flaws. Finally, there is Carat-weight, the size of
the diamond.
Fine quality diamonds simply look better. Let us show you our
wide selection of fine quality diamond jewelry in settings designed
to enhance the diamond. You'll discover the difference quality makes.
LU. Students and Faculty take an additional 10% off sale prices
with presentation of school 1.1).

w/purchase of 1 Load

rorHTmi

9727

FINE QUALITY DIAMONDS.
A CUT ABOVE THE REST

10 Minute Oil Change
•
•
•
•
•

9/26

* Individual prices may uary, based on the style of wheel.

COIN LAUNDRY

CENTER

9/25

7 p.m.
Vines Center
10 a.m.
Dr. J. Nesbitt
Vines Center
lOa.tn,
K. Mooltoo
PA 101
10 A.m.
Rev. Turley
Multi-Purpose
DHI61
Panel Discussion 3 p.m.
DH 160
7p.ro,
Reception
Courtyard
10 a.m.
O. Koning St
Vines Center
7 p.m. ;
O. Koning St.
Vines Center
Mrs. S. O'Neill 3 pJm.
David's Place
7 p.m.
SWB Concert
10 p.m.
Guest Speakers
lOajrt.
Scott Brown
Dr. J Neatiitl

Wheel Sale $99*

Coupon nol good with any other offer. J
One coupon per person per visit.
River Ridge Mall
& Drive Thru
Exp. 10-15-95
Closed Sundays

SERVICE

1995 World Impact Conference;
9/24

(Specializing in European accessories for:
BMW, Mercedes, Porsche, and Volkswagon.

PURCHASE ALLTHE I
CHICK-FIL-A
SANDWICHES YOU CAN I
EAT FOR $1.69 EACH
WITH THIS COUPON.

CLEAN LUBE

otherwise might not get them.
"He
stands
out
among
Christian musicians because of
his heart toward missions,"
Tuttle said.
Tuttle said the conference
influences some students to pursue careers in missions, but that
is not the limit of its purpose.
"We call it 'World Impact
Conference'
because
every
believer should have an awareness of missions and have a burden for the world," he said.
Tutlle concluded, "It's not just
for career missionaries. It's
something we all need to be a
part of."

I
I
I
J

Jewel Box
• J The Most For Your Money.
River Ridge Mall • Lynchburg, VA 24502-2216 • (804) 237-5211
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LCA superintendent
World N e w s
appointed to Ya. council
Plane crashes into house;
on early education
Virginia evangelist killed
By MARK HASKEW
Champion Reporter

Lynchburg Christian Academy's superintendent, Charles
Schneider, was appointed by
Gov. George Allen to a state
council that sets policy and determines who gets public funding
for the state's day cares and early
childhood programs.
Schneider is in his fifth year at
LCA and oversees all the grade
levels, from day care through
high school.
He was first contacted in early
July about the possibility of serving on the Virginia Council for
Child Day Care and Early
Childhood Programs.
Schneider found out he had
been appointed to the council
after reading it in a Lynchburg
News and Daily Advance article
in August.
He became one of 15 volunteer
members on the council, which is
led by a salaried executive director appointed by the governor.
Schneider said, to the best of
his knowledge, his appointment

will last four years.
His oath of office, however,
was for only one year and
apparently would be renewed at
the beginning of each year.
According to Schneider, the
council makes policies for
Virginia that relate to day care
centers, especially those that
receive federal funding.
"We have to approve projects
that are applying for part of the
federal block grants that Virginia
receives," he said.
Schneider noted that many
Christian programs, including
LCA, do not receive federal or
state funds.
By law, the council must meet at
least twice per year, although
because of a backlog of proposals,
"I would imagine we'd meet at
least once per month," he said.
The backlog happened after
Allen disbanded the last council for
alleged improprieties.
Members of the council represent different factions and viewpoints in education, he said. His
particular slant is representing
nonprofit day cares. Sch-neider

said
his
overall aim
will be to
protect parental control
of education.
"My concern is to be
sure parents
don't lose
authority. A
lot of times
Schneider
when things
are federally funded, they carry
a lot of stipulations," Schneider
said.
Schneider said there is currently a trend to extend power
and public funding to day cares,
such as attempts to fund them to
stay open in the evenings so parents can work.
He said if such proposals
come up, he would have to consider them very closely.
"Obviously, if there're no controls put on those programs,
(teachers) will end up parenting
the children all day, teaching
them whatever there is to be
taught," Schneider said.

SHACKELFORD, Va. — An evangelist sitting on his
front porch, 10 skydivers and a pilot were killed when
a plane that had just taken off from the West Point
Municipal Airport crashed into a home at approximately 6:45 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 10.
The house, located aboutfivemiles north of the airport in rural King and Queen County, burst into flames
when the plane hit it directly, killing everyone aboard
as well as the man living in the house.
The man has been identified as Rev. Vincent L.
Harris Sr., 44, the associate pastor of the First Baptist
Church of Hockley.
He was sitting on his back patio, reading his Bible
and watching a religious television program when the
tragedy occurred.
He was last seen by his son, 10-year-old Vincent Jr.,
who was playing outside. The boy noticed the falling

plane but was unable to reach the house in time to
warn his father.
The cause of the crash is still under investigation. The plane was a Beechcraft Queen Air BE-65.
Investigators are looking at possible engine malfunction, but a full investigation may take as long
as six months.
Funeral services were held Thursday, Sept. 14, for
Harris at the First Baptist Church, Rev. Keith L.
Parham presiding. A close friend of Harris, Rev.
Arthur Roane delivered the eulogy, entitled "Are you
ready today?" to more than 1,000 mourners.
A memorial service for the skydivers will take place
Sept. 23 at 11 a.m. at the West Point Municipal
Airport, King and Queen County.
— Toni Shackleford
— Jane Droknek

Grenade hits U.S. Embassy
in Moscow; no one injured
MOSCOW — A rocket-propelled grenade slammed between the two nations.
Tensions have been high since the United States
through the side of the U.S. Embassy in Moscow last
Wednesday and exploded in a copy machine without joined NATO bomb and missile attacks against Serb
targets in Bosnia. Serbia is historically and culturally
injuring anyone.
The rocket wasfiredfrom across 12 lanes of traffic tied with Russia.
U.S. Embassy spokesman Richard Hoagland reportby an unidentified assailant.
During a search, Russian authorities and United ed that the Russian authorities responded and cooperStates Marines discovered a black ski mask, a pair ated quickly and well. Neither country is blaming the
of gloves, a paper bag and a Russian RPG grenade other for the attack.
State Department spokesman Nicholas Burns
launcher in a doorway across the street from the
said,
"Whoever perpetrated this crime was either
embassy.
sick
or
a zealot."
Deputy Secretary of State Strobe Talbott planned
No one has claimed responsibility for the attack.
to visit the Russian Embassy in Washington to dis—Jason Christofi
cuss the attack and show there was no ill will

Overweight women die earlier,
Harvard Med School study

ptiolo by Jeremy Alexander

ONWARD CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS — Eric Lovett talks with two Shepherds Ministries members
Friday night before going out into the community to proclaim the gospel.

Two witnessing groups
divy up weekend duty
Continued from page one
clarify it, so people people
don't think we're not going out.
We still have a ministry,"
Sliwinsky said.
Friday Night Witnessing will
meet every other Friday, beginning Sept. 22.
Shepherds Ministries will
meet every two weeks, alternating
between
Friday and
Saturday. For example, they
began their witnessing program
last Friday and will meet again

Saturday, Sept. 30, at 8 p.m. in
DeMoss Hall 160-161.
Although the two groups are
organized differently, they say
they have the same goal: to see
Christ glorified.
"I express my appreciation
what (Mike) has done,"
Rammell said.
"We need to remember those
who have gone before. Hey,
man, I respect everything that
(he's) done," Rammell said.
"As a matter of fact, I envy
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CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — Overweight women die
earlier, according to a new study by Harvard
Medical School. The study, published this week in
the New England Journal of Medicine, said even
slightly overweight women have an increased
chance of premature death.
Dr. JoAnn E. Manson conducted the study, which
has followed 115,195 female nurses since 1976.
Manson said women who are at least 15 percent
lighter than the average weight allowance for their
height have the lowest death rates.
The study only involved women, but researchers
said men may be equally at risk.
Cancer is the main killer of women, especially those
who are overweight.
"Close to one third of middle-aged women who
died of cancer are overweight," researchers said.
Federal weight tables have been dismissed as too
lenient and are now being updated.

The new height/weight ratio for women is expected to be much lower.
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention in
Atlanta fears the new study could trigger a rash of
crash dieting or a turn to other unhealthy practices to
lose weight.
Dr. David Williamson of the CDC said he hoped this
study would not drive women to smoke or starve themselves to lose weight, but instead hopes this study will
encourage women to become more aware of their
weight and to watch what they eat and how they excercise.
"Because we ride to work, and we are not ill with
infectious diseases that lower our weight, and we
don't work nine hours in the fields, it may be difficult to get down to some ideal," he said. "We should
all try to walk more, eat more fruits and vegetables
and watch our weight,"

Players agree to 6-year contract,
lifting 2-month NBA lockout

him somewhat because people
just come out of the woodwork
for him," he added.
Chisca said, "I know Austin
Rammell; I worked with him in
the same church, and he worked
with the pastor hand in hand
over the summer.
"I know he is capable of leading ... he's an extraordinary man
of God. I mean, their ministry
will be a success, and they'll be
able to expand a lot more than
we did," Chisca said.

CHICAGO — The National Basketball Players
Association made major decisions this week in regard to
the owner-imposed "lockout." Player representatives
have signed on to a six-year collective bargaining agreement by a vote of 25-2.
This agreement lifted the lockout that has been in
effect since July 1 because of the lack of any type of
working agreement.
With this move, the NBA avoided becoming the third
major sport to have a work stoppage in less than a year.
The NBA Deputy Commissioner Russ Granik said
that the contract will be presented to the owners and
could be approved by the beginning of next week.

Electric Sun Tanning Salon
Seminole Plaza Madison Heights

c3W>

"We would be able to lift the lockout andresumenor
mal operations on Monday, Sept. 18," Granik said.
A vote to dissolve the union was defeated 226134. Michael Jordan and Patrick Ewing had led a
group that advocated decertifying the National
Basketball Association's Players Association,
saying the deal between the union and the league
was unsatisfactory.
August 8, both sides agreed to a deal that was more
beneficial to the players. The provisions to induce a
luxury tax on ball clubs that exceeded the salary cap
was eliminated. While other loopholes were forcefully closed, some were added to the deal.
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Liberty should institute
senior class skip policy
At long last, seniors are acquiring more- privileges. The recent change
in senior sign-out procedure is a huge step in the right direction.
We're glad the deans' offices and Student Development are loosening
the apron strings a tittle bit, but we still have one change to suggest
How about a schootwide senior skip policy? It would work similar to
the late policy for professors. A full professor is allowed to be 20 minutes
late to class; however, an instructor is only alloted five minute* of tardy
time.
So, if a student is a freshman, then he could be allowed only two skips
per class; but seniors^ on the Other hand, should have a little more leeway.
Of course there should be a limit, but seniors could be allowed a reasonable amount of misses.
By now, seniors are responsible enough to know when to go to class.
After all, they will be out in the real world in just a few months, and they
can't just skip days on the job.
Also, many seniors have several responsibilities besides classes. They
are involved in clubs, activities, jobs — you name it. If they need to miss
a class every blue moon to get everything accomplished, then that should
be their option.
Most seniors have been at LU for at least four years, and they have a
relatively good grasp on academic life. If they can-1 learn in that amount
of time whether or not to attend a class, then that only reflects on their^ lack
of maturity.

Goodbye Krispy Kreme
LU already misses you
Krispy Kreme, please change your mind. Liberty students cannot
make it through the rigors of college life without you.
Your doughnuts have been an endless source of instant energy when
all-nighters were a necessity.
They have been our dinner when all we had in our wallets was a
measley 75 cents.
They have helped us bribe the guards at the guardshack when we
came back on campus at 12:32 a.m.
They have helped us butter up Dr. Elmer Towns' during Theology
class, because he is hopelessly addicted to your pastries.
Your establishment has been the perfect place to talk: with Mends,
study for finals or just relax and daydream.
We just cannot go on.
Since they boarded up your windows and took down your signs, our;
lives have already changed.
You are and wilt be missed, and we will never drive by your building
again without our mouths watering for just one bite of a Krispy Kreme
doughnut dunked in milk.

Passage of the week ...
"Be careful for nothing; but in everything by prayer and supplication
with thanksgiving let your requests be made kjtown unto God.
And the peace of God which passesth all understanding, shall keep
your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus.
Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are
honest, whatsoever things are just,whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be
any virtue; and if there be any praise, think on these things."
—Phillippians 4:6-8
: • : • • • : : : • : • • • : •
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Policies

The Liberty Champion encourages members of i hi- community to submit letters to
the editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words and
must be typed and signed. Letters appearing
in the Liberty Forum do not necessarily represent the views of me Champion's editorial board or Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except editorials, bear
Uie endorsement of the author, solely.
All material submitted becomes the property of the Liberty Champion. The
Champion reserves the right to accept,
rejecL or edit any letter received, according
to the Champion stylebook and taste. The
deadline for letters is 6 p.m. Wednesday.
Please address all letters to "Editor, the
Champion" and drop them off in DH 113 or
mail to: Liberty Champion, Liberty
University, Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA
24506-8001.
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Truth cant be changed
even by the Oxford Press
1

Let's start with Andrea Jackson,
can't believe some of the ridiculous
things people write. Take, for instance, Geraldine Ford and Georgia Bush.
Also, the current history books tell of
an excerpt from a letter to the editor in a
slavery and the Civil War. And slavery is
recent USA Today.
such an offensive idea; it only makes peoA Mr. Alan Snow wrote in, applauding
ple uncomfortable.
The Oxford University Press's new
Inclusive Version of the Bible. (You
So here's a solution: let's just rewrite
know, the one that basically mangles the history and say that everyone volunteered.
Word of God?)
There was no abuse of power — total
equality reigned on the plantaIn this "profound" epistle,
tion as everyone worked in the
Snow bestowed a revelaUon upon
fields together. And then, after
the masses when he wrote, "God
a long day, they would gather
has to be updated with almost
'round a bonfire, hold hands
every generation."
and sing "Kum Ba Ya."
Excuse me?
And as for the Civil War,
Maybe I'm missing an
we'll just call it the Civil
important link in the hierarchy
Skirmish. After all, bloodshed
of creation here, but how is
MICHELLE
and death are so violent. We
this possible?
wouldn't want the kids to get
I have news for Snow and all FANNIN
of the esteemed academic ™ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * any ideas.
It's ludicrous isn't it?
minds at the Oxford University Press:
Obviously, just because someone
try as you may, you cannot "update" the
decides to rewrite history doesn't
one who created the universe.
mean that he has changed the past.
HonesUy, it's a sad day on planet Earth
It's impossible.
when man has become so confident in
The same goes for the Bible. You see,
his own knowledge that he has led himthis controversy over the new version is
self to believe he can change God.
really not a matter of God's gender or
Talk about audacity!
To me, this new "Bible" is nothing but political correctness.
Though it may make some people
garbage. And, if you think about it, it
should be to everyone who reads it — feel more comfortable, it doesn't
change the Uuth.
theology aside.
If you believe that there is a God, then
All this new version is, is feel-good,
don't-make-me-uncomfortableism at its just changing a few words in the Bible
will not change Him.
most exueme — and most ridiculous.
So "Mr. Oxford," go ahead and rewrite
Imagine what would happen if the
Oxford Press rewrote history books this the Bible.
If you honestly believe that with a
way?
After all, all of the United States pres- stroke of your pen you can change the
Supreme Being and Lord of the
idents (so far) have been men. And my
gender and I are really beginning to feel Universe, then write away.
But don't be surprised if nobody buys
left out.
Maybe we should take a few of the it. We are not fooled.
You are doing nothing but making a
presidents and change their names a little
mockery of yourself.
bit so the women won't be offended.

I

am tired of dummies. No, not the people.
They probably can't help themselves. I
mean I'm tired of the dummy books.
You must have seen these volumes; they
seem to be everywhere. Some marketing guru came up with
the series a few years
ago, each one entitled
"... for dummies."
He started with
computer subjects:
WordPerfect
for
TIMOTHY J.
Dummies, Excel for
Dummies, Macs for GIBBONS
Dummies. Well, that ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™
last one I understand. I mean, Macs are
obviously for dummies. Real people use
DOS (Just joking).
Anyway, the books are beginning to annoy
me. They have moved beyond guides for those
who want to learn an esoteric skill or who have
to deal with an unfamiliar area of study. Now
they are just for lazy people.
Parenting for Dummies. Personal Finance
for Dummies. C++for Dummies.
It's gotten out of hand.
C++ for Dummies deals with a high-level
programming language. Anybody who really
wants to learn it should invest sometimeand
effort. You can't learn it in a few hours of perusing a book.
Personal Finance for Dummies contains
information a little bit of thought and study
would reveal: things like, "don't use your
kneecaps as collateral" and "don't invest in junk
bonds." Columnist James Lilkes once wrote
that they're called junk bonds. Doesn't the
name tell you something?
These books don't annoy me because they
present ideas simply. They annoy me because
they teach laziness andrewardthose who don't
work hard. Someone can simply browse
through a 200-page paperback on a complex
subject and think they're an expert.
This attitude isn't only confined to these
books, however. It's a much more common
mindset. Often people want everything easy.
We want learning to be fun. Look at the proliferation of "edutainment" software — computer programs that let students have fun while
supposedly teaching them things.
In her book "Engaging Children's Minds,"
early education specialist Dr. Lillian Katz
wrote, "Just because children do something
willingly, even eagerly, is not a sufficient reason
to believe it engages their minds. Remember
that enjoyment, per se, is not an appropriate goal
for education."
We want our spiritual lives to be fun, too.
Instead of focusing on real discipleship and the
"hatd words" of Jesus, we sing a few more choruses and listen to vague teachings based on
feel-good theology.
Trying to make things fun often has several
disastrous consequences. Oftentimes, for example, we miss out on the real enjoyment of an
activity. I'm thinking of hiking trips I've been
on; going up the mountain wouldn't have been
anywhere near as fun in a car as it was on foot
We also don't get out of an experience what
we should. Wading through Dumas' Count of
Monte Crista may be a little bit tougher than
scanning the Cliff Notes. The depth of understanding and enjoyment is correspondingly
greater, though.
Anything worth having is worth working for.
Sure, actually pouring some energy into an
undertaking may not be fun — but the results
are usually much better.

Freshmen could use a huge dose
of discipline mixed with initiative
T

hey look both ways before crossing the
Circle. They secretly like Marriot food.
They walk around DeMoss to get to the cafeteria. They still think there is some kind of
system to beat with the blue and red
diamonds in die parking places.
Their favorite evening pastime is
sitting on the Circle pretending to
play guitar for the joggers. They
haven't done laundry this semester
because they think mailing it home
might be cheaper.
Ah, freshmen.
TOM
The sad part of it is, with a litde
focus, you freshmen could be run- I N K E L
ning this school.
There are close to 2,000 freshmen this year.
That's well over a third of the student body.
Because they are the largest group, the concerts, the conferences, the tryouls and the
"Something" Emphasis Weeks are geared to
appeal especially to freshmen.
This is your school.
According to the most recent statistics,
more than hall of all dorm students are freshmen. With two senators from each dorm, that

spells a majority force in the Student Senate. tion that you can grow into. It is far easier to
get into something during the years when
If nothing else, that should mean some kind of
nothing spectacular is expected of you. In a
a voice for the freshmen.
Furthermore, freshmen are worshiped in the year, you're going to need to have something
club and extracurricular arena. to do for Christian Service anyway.
Most of the bigger clubs are even
Avoid the wrong people. The Survivalists'
run by underclassmen, whose only mission is to get past their next assignenthusiasm and numbers add life ment so they can sleep. Trust me, you cannot
to whatever they're involved in. hang around with those who are barely cutting
Organizations' leaders are look- it without picking up their bad habits.
ing hard for new talent.
Grow up. This means having self-disciNo matter what upperclassmen pline. You need to be able to get yourself to
think, freshmen are one of the church, get out of bed and to classes on time,
most critical parts of this univer- do your own laundry, have your own quiet
sity. Taking advantage of this can
times, and act mature about problems, or you
help you freshmen not onlyfitin won't make it in life, never mind college.
better, but make you feel less like black sheep.
You freshmen are marked folks. Many of
Here are a few things I would like to have your classmates will not return next year, the
known my first year:
simple law of survival of the fittest at work.
Develop good habits now. If you stay up
The step from high school to college is a
loo late this year, you will stay up loo late measure of how easily you can become selflater. If you can't keep a daily planner now, dependent. Don't let a few upperclassmen
you will have to suffer with the same lutbit scare you; focus on making some good
later. If you skip meals now, you will skip habits and preparing yourself for the challenges ahead.
them later.
Get involved with some kind of organizaIt's your move.
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COMMENTARY
Pop culture misleads society about violence
By GEOFF MATTER A
Champion Reporter

Two thousand years ago,
Romans frequently gathered in
the Coliseum to watch fellow
citizens get torn apart by animals and gladiators. The
greater the bloodshed the more
excited the crowds became.
Today, that ancient society's
behavior is repulsive to many
of us. And in our hearts we condemn them for their cruelty and
lack of humanity ...
Then we go play "Mortal
Kombat."
Or watch "Die Hard."
Or listen to Snoop Doggy
Dog (Hey, "Murder Was the
Case" "G"!).
Whatever the case, it is hypocritical for "civilized" people
to criticize a past culture for its
violent entertainment when
they embrace it in their own.
Obviously, ripping off a
character's head in a video
game is not the same thing as
murdering a real human being.
But it is the values, or lack
thereof, behind the concepts of
entertainment that is similar
and disturbing; namely that

violence is fun.
Last year, why did audiences
at the movie "Pulp Fiction"
laugh hysterically when hipperthan-thou John Travolta accidentally shot a young black
man in the head, spraying his
brains across the inside of a
car? Why was that funny?
Also, why do video games
like "Mortal Kombat" pull in
much more revenue than lessviolent fare like "Daytona
USA?" Both games offer a
seemingly exciting and invigorating experience.
The lack of decapitations at
the end of "Daytona USA"
must make the game just a real
dud then, huh?
This past summer. Sen. Bob
Dole openly criticized pop
culture entertainment for its
irresponsibility in promoting
violence.
Though Dole's remarks may
have been meant to benefit his
political agenda more than convey his actual concern (why
hadn't he ever spoken on this
issue before?), he was right;
enough is enough. Entertainers
need to realize that they are
feeding strychnine to an

already sick nation.
Filmmaker Oliver Stone, in
response to Dole's accusations,
said the senator was practicing
'90s McCarthyism. Wrong.
Joseph McCarthy was delusional and paranoid. His claims
that communists existed everywhere within the entertainment
industry could never be substantiated. He simply had no proof.
However, a quick visit to a
local movie theater, music
store or arcade could provide
anyone with plenty of evidence
supporting Dole's arguments.
Figuratively speaking, our
entertainment is drenched in
blood.
For some people in society,
that's the norm. For them, it's a
way of life. It's unavoidable,
"gangsta" rap preaches that
sickening philosophy to innercity youths.
These children are bombarded
daily with lyrics encouraging
civil disobedience, racism and
abuse of the opposite sex. And
even when some of the most
popular rappers go to jail (for
committing those crimes they
sing about), sales from their
music still increase.

The question arises then:
should all violence be eradicated from entertainment because
it can have a bad influence on
the mind?
Of course not. Certain types
of entertainment require the use
of violence for dramatic
emphasis.
Shakespeare knew this. How

interesting would "Hamlet"
have been without the slaying
of the protagonist's uncle at the
end of the play?
Shakespeare, however, differs
from most of today's artists in
that he didn't revel in the violence. He understood the consequences of violent behavior. As
a result of killing his uncle,

Hamlet pays with his own life.
However, pop culture entertainment is sending the wrong
message to society. Violence is
not "cool."
And moviegoers need to
remember that although Rambo
and the Terminator are not reality, graphic violence is still no
laughing matter.

Klein's ad campaign exploits children, pushes limits
By SARAH PARSHALL
Champion Reporter

There are times when the United States
tolerates some Tightening things. Not in
some wild-eyed dooms-day manner, but
in quiet subtle ways, which allow wickedness to creep in almost unknowingly.
Even in the world of advertising, the
collective consciousness of the free has
lazily accepted the abhorrent moral
images that pepper billboards and magazines as nothing more than mere tools of
the trade.
Case in point, Calvin Klein, denim
demagogue and currently the center of a
debate over whether his newest ad campaign violates child pornography laws.
The ads, both film and print, depict
young people striking suggestive poses in
little more than underwear. In the ads previously scheduled to run on television, the

young models stand before an unseen
"director" in what looks like a run-down
basement bungalow. The youths, illuminated by a single sallow light, are asked
questions like, "How do you feel about
your body? You have a beautiful body,
you know that?" and "Do you like the
way those clothes feel?" It has all the
appearance of a porn film audition.
Mercifully, the ads were dropped Aug.
28 in response to pressure from the public and the fashion industry. The only
response from the Klein corporation has
been a spokesman's reassurance, "We
are confident that we have not violated
any laws."
John Russell, spokesman for the Justice
Department's criminal evidence division,
stated that the investigation is in "very
preliminary stages."
Meanwhile, the American Family
Association is encouraging the investiga-

"Advertisers like Klein
need to be stopped
dead in their tracks
before any semblance
of decency in advertising
is lost forever."
tion under federal law that prohibits "the
lascivious exhibitions of the (private
parts) of a minor."
This isn't Klein's first venture into the
realm of sexually explicit advertising.
One of his campaigns for Obsession
cologne shows a naked man and woman
pressed tightly together on a swing.
Another ad depicts the unclothed model
Kate Moss lying on a couch.
While it is an undisputed fact that sex

Isolationism obstructs progress,
keeps America in background
By JASON MASHBURN
Champion Reporter

Ronald Reagan coined the
phrase, "Progress is our most important product." Reagan's vision of an
America with more competition,
lower prices and a higher standard
of living is being indirectly challenged. And, ironically, this challenge does not come from members
of the Democratic party, but from
presidential candidate Patrick
Buchanan.
of middle America, Buchanan envisions a purely American economy
in which only American products
can be bought or sold. Major participants in the world market, such
as Canada, Germany, England and
Japan, would face extraordinarily
high tariffs in order to compete in
America's economy.
However, what Buchanan fails to
realize is that such restrictions

would force other countries to go
elsewhere with their TVs, computers
and cars, which Americans have
grown to love. Obviously, this would
have numerous negative effects on
the national economy.
First, this policy would cause foreign countries to impose the same
restrictions on America Not only
would this keep U.S. products out of
the international market, but it would
also cost America's import/export
business millions of dollars annually.
Second, businesses would eventucould compete in the world market
This would result in massive loss of
competition,
which,
in turn, would result in long-term
unemployment and a much lower
standard of living.
Third, this policy would not be
good for international relations. The
U.S. cannot implement these restrictions on allies such as Great Britain
and Canada and expect their assis-

tance in a time of national or international crisis.
It is just such an isolationist stance
that led to the destruction of the
Soviet Union and East Germany. It is
also the philosophy in poverty-stricken Cuba. In this day and age, when
economic trends are going global, the
United States simply cannot afford to
put an invisible wall around her
national borders.
Speaker of the House Newt
Gingrich had the right idea when
he said, "Our economic growth
the world market." Gingrich
understands what Buchanan obviously does not. The United States
should not throw up the white flag
and surrender to pessimism about
the future.
As we move through the Third
Wave Information Age, America
should be in the forefront of orchestrating technological and economic
prosperity, not obstructing it.

SPEAK^
What do you think should be
done about violence
in the entertainment industry?
"I don't think government
should decide. It should be
up to the parents and not
the government."
—Mark Kvesge, Sr.
Hershey, Pa.

"I think there should be
clearer definitions of movie
ratings."
—Tristan Huether, Fresh.
Indianapolis, Ind.

sells, it is doubtful that the general, taxpaying,, child-raising populous thought
it necessary to push the idea to the
outer limits.
But then, why should it be surprising? As
Sodom was, so are we: "wicked and sinning greatly against the Lord" (Genesis
13:13).
Advertisers like Klein need to be stopped
in their tracks before any semblance of
decency in advertising is lost forever.
Otherwise, the obscenity that was once
only available through a cable network
will be found at intersections and freeways throughout America. There, it will
be impossible to scramble the signals,
change the channel or leave the room.
And the fact that children are being utilized as monetary ploys bodes poorly for
the nation's youth.
America pays lip service to protecting
its children, but what do her citizens real-

ly do about it?
The strongest message that these
designers can be sent is of a green paper
persuasion.
Lest the average consumer feel voiceless in the corporate realm, it is the dollars of consumers that go to buy the fabric, that constructs the clothing, that is
shown on the catwalks, that is advertised on the billboard, that is bought by
the average consumer. Funny little
cycle, that.
Though Christians don't have the time
to research a majority of the products
they regularly purchase, there are organizations that do.
More believers need to contact these
organizations so that they may make
intelligent and God-honoring purchases.
John Q. Public should never have to
unwittingly buy a naked 15-year-old's
way onto a billboard in Times Square.

Arranged marriages solve many
problems of modern dating system
forgiven, but that critical informa- not by the future partners, who may be
tion is often withheld under casual led by the heart, but by their future inChampion Reporter
dating situations.
laws, who will be led by the head."
In cultures where arranged marMost reasonable students would
Finally, dating presents special
change their study habits if they failed riages are common, both families are problems for those who desire to
50 percent of their classes. So, it's involved. The kinds of secrets just remain sexually pure. There is a lack
only logical that people should mentioned are harder to hide under of accountability that seems to accomchange dating habits that result in a those circumstances.
pany the independence that is built into
50 percent divorce rate.
Another problem with dating is the American dating system.
Arranged marriages address that decisions about a life partner
The results are obvious. Some stamany of the problems inherent to are made by the person least able to tistics suggest that almost 90 percent
the Western dating system. In the be objective. Ever try asking a love- of women aged 18 to 30 have given up
American dating system, for exam- struck friend if she's noticed some their virginity. Casual dating just isn't
ple, a young woman agrees to go flaw in her boyfriend? She's prob- an option when there is an arranged
meets' in school, work or even personality trait she likes. The fact another, sometimes from infancy.
church, and the only information that he's pro-choice and she's proMany Americans would doubtless
that she has about him is usually life just doesn't seem like a big deal argue that such marriages lack love
at this stage.
what he supplies.
and deny freedom. However, marArranged marriages, however, are riages based on love and freedom
Questions like, "does he have
AIDS," "does he have children out of usually made on the basis of compati- have been the norm for several years
wedlock," and "is he really married" bility. That's what matters when the in the U.S. But is everybody happy?
are seldom answered. Too often, the heat of new love passes. Rachel The fact remains that in Asian and
Johnson writes in The Spectator that Middle Eastern countries, many martruth comes too late.
The point isn't that sinners who an arranged marriage "presupposes riages are still arranged, and divorce
have made mistakes shouldn't be that the choice of mate is best made, rates are still in the single digits.
By RACHEL ELIZABETH

"I don't have a problem with
it as long as it's realistic.
There shouldn't be violence
just for the sake of having it."
—Daniel Bass, Sr.
Houston, Texas

"More Christians need to
take a stand about what is put
on TV and shown in the
theater."
—Julie Hiatt, Jr.
Lynchburg, Va.

"I don't think there is much
that can be done."
—Danielle Rauhauser, Sr.
York, Pa.

"There should be more
censorship and a rating
system for TV and music."
—Angela Andrews, Fresh.
Austin, Texas
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Students:
Avoid working
fast food
6 6T'd like two Big Macs, a Quarter
J-Pounder with cheese - no onions,
two large fries, a medium Dr Pepper and
an iced tea, unsweetened with lemon
and lots of ice," my customer drawled to
me one busy Saturday afternoon. "Oh
and make it quick; da' boys are in da'
truck, and we're goin' fishin."
Trying to make the man happy, I
rushed around the small area of the
McDonalds where I worked last semester, to get the food to him in record time.
All was going well until my foot came
in contact with a greasy fry. It was at this
point that I slipped, and my customer's
food went flying in every direction.
Needless to say, my pride was wounded, my body bruised and my day ruined.
I write this illustration to warn you,
the student body, of the dangers you
could face when working.
After sacrificing my sanity for one
year so that I could earn spending
money, I have decided that juggling
work, 20-page papers andfinalexams is
not an option for me.
However, for those of you who are
forced to work to pay off the General
Fee (whatever that is), I will give you
advice on places that are good to work at
and places to avoid.
Since I am the voice of experience, I
would like to point out that if you're
thinking about getting a job to lessen the
burden on your parents, who supply you
with spending cash, think again. That's
their job.
One day you will also have children to
support and send to college. Sit back,
relax and let your parents support you
while you have the chance. Trust me,
they want to.
But if your parents can't afford to
send you enough cash, and you have to
work, please try to avoid working at fast
food restaurants.
Although I'm down on working at this
point, there are some places I've been
told won't drive you crazy.
Telemarketing on campus can be profitable to the student who would like to
know more about Liberty.
When I worked there I had to answer
so many questions from prospective students about the campus that I could
write a book.
I've also heard that a large number of
students work at J Crew.
This is a great job for students who
can't survive on minimum wage. I'm
told that the pay is great!
Furthermore, for students who don't
mind long hours and sore feet, waitressing at one of Lynchburg's fine restaurants may be an option. The pay is fair,
but the tips certainly make the job
worthwhile.
Many Liberty students already work
at Applebees, Shakers, Red Lobster and
Spankies. Stop by one of these restaurants where Liberty students have made
an impression on the owners. You never
know, you may get lucky.
In conclusion, if you have to work,
avoid anything having to do with fast
food. Also, if you're thinking of working, but it's not a necessity, let your parents worry about paying the bills. For,
alas, the time is coming when you won't
have them to lean on.
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Taylor, a junior,
starts a singing
telegram service
on campus
By SARAH PARSHALL
Champion Reporter

W

hen Dave Taylor was in second
grade, he had a crush on a girl.
To impress her, he did the best thing he
knew how, he ran headlong into a telephone pole and made her laugh.
It was the beginning of a long and
comedic career.
Dave, a junior, who hails from Silver
Spring, Md., is probably one of the best
known students at this school.
His antics at convocation, Coffee
House, the Drowsy Poet and the Upper
Room are, to say the least, memorable.
After all, who can forget the infamous
"Q-Tip Song?"
When questioned about why he is such
a persona on Liberty's campus, the "Dave
and the Friendlies" frontman brushed the
longish hair out of his eyes, leaned back
with a grin and replied: "My whole family is loud, and I guess I get it from them."
"I'm probably noticed because the
things I do are different than the norm.
LU needs to rock, and I'm the man to do
it," Dave said.
So what exactly does Dave do? Just
about everything.
Dave is the lead singer and guitarist for
the band, "Dave and the Friendlies."
The four-person band performs
throughout Lynchburg and chose its
name, according to Dave, because
"they're my friends, and they're friendly.
It just came to me one night!"
"Really, a lot of my material comes to
me that way," Dave said. "When I write,
I take everyday things that I enjoy so
much and make them larger than life."
Aside from the regular gigs he has with
his band, Dave has just initiated his own
singing telegram service.
"It began as something I did for friends
at no charge," he said. "Then I thought,
'Hey, this could be good business!'"
The service, which costs S3 for oncampus students and $5 for off-campus
visits, is making a hit with students who
have tried it out.
Dave said he starts the act with a
"cheesy, lounge-singer intro" and moves
on to a romantic favorite. So far, he has
been tipped for every performance.
Some of the material he uses in his gigs
is from two of the greatest comedic influences in his life, Tim Conway, from the
"Carol Burnett Show," and his friend Jim
at Wheaton College.
He maintains that, while his greatest
passions in life are music and comedy,
becoming a performer was a bit of an
uphill battle:
"It was always a dream of mine to be in
a band. There were a lot of people who

holo by Dave Taylor

"When the curtain is drawn
and the laughter has died out,
I want people to see a man of
character, and not just of
comedy.
"That's my ultimate goal."
— Dave Taylor
scoffed at me and told me I didn't have
enough talent," Dave said.
"My own mother told me, 'Dave, you
know you can't sing.' I don't think either
of my parents thought I was very funny.
After three years of performing, though, I
think they're convinced."
Dave, who spent his first year of college at Montgomery College in
Maryland, transferred to Liberty because
he wanted a solid, Christian environment.
While he said, tongue-in-cheek, that
the atmosphere is sometimes stuffier than
he'd like it to be, the people he's met
have really made the university what it is.
When asked what his plans are after
graduation, Dave said he would like his
own recording studio, his own record
label and the ability to work with youth
in some way.
That's a tall order for anyone but Dave,
who, in his self-deprecating, caution-tothe-wind manner, seems to make everything happen.
Anyone who's encountered Dave will
never forget the way his eyes light up
when he talks or the wild gestures he
makes when he's excited (which is most

wiiss

of the time).
Finally, anyone who's met Dave will
never forget the uncanny knack he has for
turning a guitar and an audience into
something magical.
How does he want to be remembered at
this school when he's gone? "When the
curtain is drawn and the laughter has died
out, I want people to see a man of character, and not just of comedy," he said.

COMEDIAN — (Top) Dave Taylor
sports his costume for his singing
telegram service. The service costs
$3 for on-campus students and $5
for off-campus visits. (Above)
Taylor, far right, performes at
Coffee House last semester with
Will Stauff.

Christ will support those who exalt others POETRY
H

umility is of
essential value for
Christians. It unites us
with Christ and puts
into perspective the
humility that Jesus
faced for us.
Earlier this semester T £ D
during campus church, CUNNINGHAM
the story was told of a M H M B B B i
student who reached out and ministered
to a young lady who appeared to not have
any friends.
This young man reached out to her,
even though she had nothing to give.
Often we tend to help those who can
help us or do something for us.
la addition, when we minister to people, we expect something in return.
However, the Christian life is a journey
with a mission of serving others.
Meeting needs, healing wounds and
heartaches, and strengthening the weary

are vital as we minister to the people
around us.
Ministering to others requires a humility just like Christ portrayed in his ministry on earth:
"If you have any encouragement from
being united with Christ, if any comfort
from his love, if any fellowship with the
spirit, if any tenderness and compassion,
then make my joy complete by being
like-minded, having the same love, being
one in spirit and purpose.
"Do nothing out of selfish ambition or
vain conceit, but in humility consider
others better than yourselves.
"Each of you should look not only to
your own interests, but also to the interests of others" (Philippians 2:1-4 NIV).
To realize the humility that Jesus displayed while on earth is to realize what
an awesome God we serve.
Here is a man who cared so much for
every man, woman, boy and girl that he

was willing to be beaten by his peers and
then lead up to Calvary in order to give
his life.
In contrast, we have a hard time
associating with someone who is not in
our click because we're afraid of what
people might say.
Humility such as this does not even
compare to what Christ did for us.
The passage in Philippians tells how
we should look at others as though they
are better than ourselves. Granted, this is
hard to do.
This means looking at every individual,
regardless of their size, race, clothes,
GPA, friends or talents, as though he is to
be placed above you. You should exalt
him greater than yourself.
But you may ask, "Well, if I am constantly lifting up others, then who is
going to lift me up?"
The answer is simple. The Bible says,
"Humble yourselves before the Lord, and

he will lift you up" (James 4:10 NIV).
What an awesome system!
As we exalt those around us, Christ, in
turn, will lift us up.
We don't need to worry about how
some will react to our humility, because
we know Christ will support us.
Here at Liberty, we can sometimes
find ourselves associating with a select
few. We hang with those who are up to
date or in style.
However, we are united in Christ.
Apart from that, what else can possibly unite us.
Once the common unity in Jesus
Christ has been established, we don't
have to look at labels or stereotypes to
determine with whom we are going to
associate.
If we humble ourselves before others
and exalt them above ourselves, then we
will be serving our Father in Heaven and
conforming to the image of his Son.

CONTEST
The Liberty Champion VLMfel section
is sponsoring a poetry contest. All students are encouraged to participate.
The theme of poems is the students'
choice. Poems should be no longer than
one double-spaced, typed page, AH
entries should be sent to the Champion
office, DeMoss Hall 113, by Oct, 3.
One poem, per student.
Poems will be judged" by the
Champion editorial board. The first-place
winner will receive two free meal passe*
to JUbby Hill Seafood,
ine winner and runners*up will have
their poems printed in the Champion.

Send your entries now!

i
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world

difference

By LISETTE FLORES
Champion Reporter

W

ith such a diversity of students on Liberty's
campus, there are many differences in the
way students express themselves.
Many times it is these differences that create
problems between students.
For this reason, five international students are
put in the spotlight to explain the differences and
how they have affected their lives.

on

G

rowing up between two cultures cannot only create insight, but also some confusion. Peter Lee is
an example of this combination.
Peter, 19, speaks fluent English and appears to be
Americanized. However, he holds tradition and the
conservative Korean way of thinking in high regard.
In fact, he believes these matters have helped his
country "to have higher values than the rest of the
Asian nations."
Since he has spent most of his life traveling
between America and South Korea, Peter has been
able to see the best and the worst of both cultures.
From 1988 until the beginning of August 1995, Peter
lived in Uijongbu, Korea, where he attended a
Christian "foreign school."
There he was taught in English by American teachers. He recalled the efforts teachers made to become
integrated to the Korean culture.
"They had to learn to live in smaller houses and eat
different food," Peter said. He also said that as long as
the teachers were interested to learn and were willing
to inquire, people were glad to help the teachers get
acquainted with the customs.
Now, Peter feels that he has to follow his teachers'
footsteps as he becomes familiar with the American
culture. Thus, he realizes that he must show an interest and ask questions when he does not understand
why Americans do certain things.
However, since coming to America, Peter has found
one positive difference between Americans and
Koreans. "Americans are friendlier than Koreans
toward immigrants," Peter said.

&K.orea

India
rom India to Saudi Arabia and now to the United States, Shriya Peter is
FShriya
defining her role as a Christian woman.
lived in Palaghat, India, until she was six years old. From there she
moved to Saudia Arabia, where her father was holding a job. It was in that society her concern for equalrightsbegan.
"Women in Saudi Arabia are meant to be seen, not heard," Shriya said. Unlike
the majority of women from her country, Shriya considers herself Americanized
because she is very opinionated.
Furthermore, Shriya believes that her family could be considered
Americanized as well, since they do not follow many traditions that arise
from Hindu or Islamic beliefs. Instead, Shriya's family celebrates Christmas
and Easter.
Celebration of Christian holidays was one of the few open expressions of faith
in Jesus Christ for the Peter family. They were restricted from talking to others
about their beliefs because the Koran forbids other religions to be taught.
However, Shriya feels she has witnessed through her lifestyle.
Furthermore, Shriya was glad to attend a Christian boarding school in
Colombia, S.C., during her last three years of high school. There she had the
opportunity to interact with other Christians in her age group. She also participated in activities such as door-to-door witnessing.
"I was happier because I received the Christian support that I never had,"
Shriya said.
When asked what her long-term plans are, she said she hopes to acquire an
English degree from LU that will allow her to go back to India and teach.

L

ike a good Polish citizen, Joanna Strzalkowska is concerned
about politics and history, although she does not consider
herself a fanatic.
Her national pride does not only come from love for her native
country but also from knowledge of its history.
"My history makes me proud, because even though we're in
the middle of Europe and we had many invaders, people always
united," she said.
In the city of Gdansk, Joanna's home town, politics were
always discussed.
"Everyone talks about politics," Joanna said. "Even if they say
they do not like to, they always have something to say." As a
matter of fact, she is now a subscriber to Newsweek magazine
because she wants to know what is happening in the world.
But aside from learning about world events, Joanna is enjoying her new experiences in America. Shefindsit exciting to have
her driver's license and have the freedom to drive down "easy
roads." In Europe, she said, there are many road signs. "You
really have to think."
Furthermore, licenses are not expensive, and road regulations
are not as strict. The lack of passport control is unusual to
Joanna, but she finds it "very nice." She was accustomed to
going through checkpoint procedures in Europe when she drove
from one country to another.

J O JP&l^lL
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Kenya
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"Tlove Kenya, and I need to go back," 19-year-old
-*• Gladys Ayiera said. In addition to missing her native
town of Kisii, family and friends, Gladys especially misses the traditional foods of her country.
Gladys decided to attend Liberty University because of
its Christian teachings and also because it provided nursing among its majors.
Yet despite her parents' encouragement to pursue her
career goals, Gladys was intimidated to encounter a completely different culture.
"I just prayed and prayed until I got the confidence to
come," she said.
For now, Gladys is happy to be on her way to earning
the degree she desires without taking the demanding curriculum she had during high school.
In Kenya, her day consisted of 14 classes from 8 a.m.
until 4:30 p.m.
Besides school work, the classroom, as she knew it, has
changed. Gladys was used to addressing professors in a
very serious way. '"Good morning' or 'good afternoon'
would be appropriate greetings, not 'hi,'" she said. In
fact, the first time a professor greeted her, she did not
know how to respond.
Even though Gladys's perception of teachers has
clianged, her overall opinion about Americans has not.
She believes that some people in America are not friendly. "In Africa one can say 'hello' to just about anybody
because people seem more open than in the United'
States," Gladys said.

eaving beaches and South American-style soccer behind, 20-year-old Glauco Lamacchia finds
himself adjusting to the American way of life.
Glauco's purpose for coming to LU is to earn a business degree but, more importantly, to increase
his spiritual foundation. He recognizes that in the business world there are many traps that can draw
people away from God; one of them is money.
"In my major, if you do not have God first, everything will fall," Glauco said. "In order to learn
the science of man, you must (first) have the knowledge of God."
Furthermore, Glauco hopes to go back to Brazil when he graduates, taking with him a good education and stronger Christian principles that will help him to be a witness in the business arena.
He believes that his country needs that, even though it has been estimated that, by the year 2000,
half the population will be made up of Christians.
"Brazilians are people with good hearts, but they are far from God," Glauco said.
Since he left Rio de Janeiro, Glauco has found many similarities among Brazilians and Americans.
But what has impressed him the most has been the fast-paced American life and the way Americans
are so focused on their life goals.
"Americans know what they want for their lives," Glauco said. "They have an objective, and they
pursue it." In addition, he has noticed that when an idea is presented, few Americans would take the
time to ponder over it; instead, they want to act upon it.
"Everything (in America) has to be done fast," Glauco said.
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Cross country looks ahead

Flames finish in middle
"Our team is
trying to get
ready for the
Big
South
Championships
(Oct. 28) and
NCAA regionals (Nov. 11),
and hopefully
have a good enough performance to
qualify for the nationals (Nov. 20),"
Cox said.
The rest of the team finished
respectably with all of them
coming in under 28 minutes.
They were Chris McGregor
(25:20, 27th place), Clark
Zealand (25:53, 44th), Chuck
Lyngaas (26:14, 58th), Luke
Burton (26:34, 66th) and Jason
Hofacker (27:12, 79th).
Burton also said the men are
looking to the future.
"Our next big meet is not until
our home meet (Oct. 14), so we
plan to train hard and run well at
the Virginia 10-Miler (Sept.
30)," Burton said.
On the women's side, the Lady
Flames finished in eighth place
overall, led by Laura Gosselin.
The sophomore finished with a
time of 19:19 for the fivekilometer course, coming in
47th overall.

By RICH MACLONE
Sports Editor

Men's and women's Cross
Country teams headed to
Charlottesville, Va., Saturday to
compete in the University of
Virginia Invitational.
The two teams finished in the
middle of their packs, with the
men placing sixth in a 12-team
field, and the women coming in
eighth in a 10-team pack.
LU's Daniel Bentley was the
top finisher for the Flames.
Bentley came in 18th place overall with a time of 25:09. Bentley
finished 44 seconds behind the
first-place
runner,
George
Mason's Ibrahim Aden, who finished the eight-kilometer course
in a time of 24:25.
Bentley was happy with his
team's performance:
"Everyone ran well, and we all
seemed to have a good time. It is
very encouraging to be running
this fast this early in the season."
Joshua Cox was the next
Flame to cross the finish line.
Cox came in with a time of 25:16
and 22nd overall.
He commented that the Flames
are now looking ahead to the
team's future.
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By JOSH HOWE
Champion Reporter

NFL action heads into week four,
with plenty of games still to be
played on the gridiron . Thirteen
more weeks remain in the regular
season. Thus far, records appear to
be a good indicator that the early
season records are no fluke, as
Dallas and San Francisco still show
to be the big boys in the NFC.
Egos are in town this week, as
Ricky Watters returns to the Bay to
try and back all the talk. For ridiculous pre-game talk, mere is none
better than Buddy Ryan, as he prepares to take on NFC East foe, the
Dallas Cowboys. All this and more
due up in week four.
Arizona at Dallas: No blitzing
Buddy Ryan-defense will slow
down the best team in football this
Sunday. The Cowboys have far too
many weapons to throw in the face
of a talented Cardinals team. An
Arizona offense, led by interception-prone Dave Krieg, spells trouble no matter how well the defense

"It is very encouraging
to be running this fast
this early in the
t>
season.
— Daniel Bentley
The Lady Flames as a whole
were a consistent group, as all
seven of Liberty's finishers
were within 1:40 of each other.
The rest of the group finished
in this order: J'aime Cowan
(20:06, 65th), Jennie Hammond
(20:09, 68th), Allison Teer
(20:30, 79th), Stephanie Long
(20:41, 85th), Klara Staiger
(20:42, 88th) and Stacy Peoples
(20:59, 92nd).
The LU cross country runners
will next be in action Sept. 23
in Lynchburg's Peaks View
Park. Both the men and women
are scheduled to beginthe meet
at 9 a.m.
That meet is one of two the
Flames will run in Lynchburg
during the 1995 season. The
other one will be the Ron
Hopkins Memorial meet Oct.
14 at Liberty. The men will
start at 10:15 a.m., and the
women will begin at 11 a.m.

Fiames Football
Game Preview
Liberty vs.
Delaware State

i2-::l).
Series: Tied 4-4

Last meeting: 22-17 Delaware St
Game Time: jMooli
Place: Aluxani Stadium, Dover, Del.
Liberty comes mto mis matchup against the
Hornets with revenge in mind. Delaware State
defeated IA I at Williams Srartiwn last season 22-17
dttfing LU's Homecoming game.
The Flames come into this game on the back of a
4S49 romping of Morgan State. The win vtes Ltfs
second in three tries in 1995.
Delaware State enters its third game of the season
reeling. The Hornets have dropped their first two
contests of the season. The University of Rhode
Island managed to squeak out a 17-14 victory on
opening day at Alumni Stadium. In the Hornets'
second contest of the year, they were smoked 41-14
cat the road at the hands of Western iJfioois.
While the Hornets come in winiess, they do provide some problems for the Flames. Delaware State
runs a Wing-T offense. A Wing-T combines a lot of
motion and fake handoffs off the snap, The Flames
had problems with that last season.
David Long and the rest of the LU Unebackers

(0-2) HORNETS

will have to be prepared. Long comes off two
Straight games in which lie recorded 10-piiis tackles, including 13 against Morgas State.
If LU is to win mis game, Antwah Chiles will
need to establish the passing game early to set up
the run. Expect to see Chiles frit tight end Tony
Dews between six and eight times in this game.
l^awrence Worthington and J. T. Morris will look
to match their performances from this past week.
The tandem combined for more than 250 yards at
Morgan State University, as well as five
touchdowns.
One area that the Flames have been nlgbt and day
hi this season has been special teams. While Liberty
ftjmbfed a myriad of costly kickoffs against Virginia
Military Institute, the team, when able to handle the
kicks have been good.
Andrew MeFadden has shown that he can be
deadly to the opposition on special teams, He has
already run back a kiekoff and a punt for touchdowns in 1995, While he failed to reach ten. end
zone against Morgan State, he did return a kiekoff
63 yards. Courtney Freeman has also shown breakaway speed on the return team. Freeman busted one
for 43 yards against the Beats.

A • Broncos will beat Chargers by 3
* t i Cowboys will blitz Cards by 13

plays. Expect to see Dallas show up
the Cards. Cowboys by 13.
Green Bay at Jacksonville: This
Sunday-night match up is sure to
put fans in bed early, especially
Jaguars fans. A knicked up
Jacksonville team will find no rest
against the arm of Brett Farve and
the Pack defense. Packers by 6.
Chicago at St. Louis: If the
Rams want to continue to gain support from the critics, a victory over
the Bears would mean a great deal.
A surprisingly tough Ram defense
will need to throw everything they
have at a Bears offense, that has
shown it can score in a hurry. Look
for Chicago to walk away from
Busch Stadium a winner Sunday.
Bears by 5.
Denver at San Diego: More than
just bragging rights are on the line
in this AFC West rivalry, as the
division title is at stake for both
teams. The Charger defensive unit
has had Elway's number in recent
meetings, but look for the revamped passing offense of the
Broncos to solve the problem. The

high-scoring shootout will belong
to Denver, and former Charger
wideout Anthony Miller will walk
away feeling more assured about
his move to Denver. Broncos by a
chip shot.
Houston at Cincinnati: It
appears now that the Bengals will
have the upper hand in this AFC
Central matchup. Jeff Blake and
wideouts Carl Pickens and Darnay
Scott will be tested against two of
the best cover men in the league,
Chris Dishman and Darryll Lewis.
A stalled Oiler offense will be
unable to answer the call. Bengals
by 4.
Kansas City at Cleveland: The
dog pound is always a nice place to
come home to for Marty Schottenheimer. Defense has always been
the story in this contest; however,
with the hot play of Steve Bono and
Vinny Testaverde's eye-opening
numbers, offense will be the tale of
the tape. The Browns' ground game
will be the difference in the end.
Browns by 6.
Minnesota at Pittsburgh: A

Steeler offense led by Mike
Tomczak does not make for many
believers. The Viking backfield
gives Minnesota fans a glimpse of
daylight, as Robert Smith and
Warren Moon have stepped up with
weapons Cris Carter and Jake
Reed. Look for the Vikings to pull
the upset in week four. Vikings
by 1.
New Orleans at N.Y. Giants: A
game that should be shown
nowhere, as both teams are scrapping for a win. The Giants will
make a nice return from their twoweek road swing by knocking off
the Saints. Giants by 4.

VI

N.Y. Jets at Atlanta: An ailing
quarterback and a struggling Jets
team try to outscore the run and
shoot. Try again next time. Jeff
George and the Falcon offense
should fly high against the Jets,
who will have a hard time flying
anywhere in 1995 without an airline. Falcons by 8.
Philadelphia at Oakland: Ray
Rhodes and Ricky Watters return
for the first time since the move
from San Francisco. Philly will
continue to struggle with the West
Coast offense as the Raiders win at
home. Raiders by 10.
Washington at Tampa Bay:

P R I N C I P L E S of S O l ' M )

Sam Wyche has the Bucs playing
the type of football he is known for
producing in teams. A productive
Trent Differ gives Tampa Bay the
nod in this one. Bucs by 5.
San Francisco at Detroit
(Monday Night): One would think
that the NFL would be able to
schedule a better match-up than
this one. Barry Sanders is great, but
not great enough to make this a
close game. Then again, the Lions
took on a high-powered Cowboy
team last season and walked away
looking pretty good with an overtime win. Not the case this Monday
night. Niners by 13.
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INVESTING

?r~
IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
Courtside Athletic Club
proudly introduces the
"8 for 8" student membership.
This membership, designed
with students in mind, enables
you to join Courtside
for a low $8.00 initiation fee.
Bring in this AD and you
can experience Courtside
for a free w e e k . Hurry, this offer
expires September 30, 1995

C

an't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 3o years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: Set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 3o and you can
accumulate over $172,100,* by the time
you reach age 6 5 . But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $2it) each month
to reach the same goal.

Centra Health
Courtside Athletic Club
1 2 0 4 Fenwick D r i v e
Lynchburg, VA 2 4 5 0 2

(804) 237-6341

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans y5 years.
Over 1.7 million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.""
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rule of7% irtdtfeJ to TIAA Retirement Annuities. Tbu rate V uoet) solely lo .-bo* the power am) effect of compounding. I*>m-er or bufber rateo would
produce very different reoultj. CHUt1' certifuateo art distributed by TIAA CREFIndividual
and Institutional
Servues.
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Flames sink Buccaneers 5-0
By MARTIN CLARK
Champion Reporter

Joey Johnson recorded a hat
trick, and Liberty's defense held
Charleston Southern University
in check Saturday, as the Flames
won 5-0, bouncing back from a
disappointing overtime loss to the
University of North CarolinaGreensboro on Wednesday.
The Hames won their first conference game against CSU after
dropping their first one to UNCG.
A 2-1 loss to UNCG Wednesday
marked the third straight OT game
for the Flames.
The rains poured down, and the
Flames' goals poured into the net
as Liberty shut out Charleston
Southern 5-0. In addition to
Johnson's hat trick, Derek
Thomas and Kevin Huffman each
added a goal in the Flames' first
victory of the season.
"We were consistent," said Jeff
Johnson. "We made them play
our type of game."
Joey Johnson scored the first
goal of the game on a hard shot
past CSU's keeper, Dan Pietro. He
was assisted by Jeff Johnson and
Matt Sinclair.
It wasn't until 22 minutes into
the second half that the Flames
scored their next goal. A 15-yard
shot from Thomas that hooked in
from the side of the net gave
Liberty a 2-0 lead. Jeff Johnson
received the assist.
"I think our second goal
demoralized them," Coach Bill
Bell said. "We played the entire
game like we played the second

photo by Dave DershJmer

THRASHING THROUGH THE SWAMP — LU's Derek
Thomas dribbles through defenders and muck Saturday. The

Flames outlasted both inclement weather and the Charleston
Southern University Buccaneers. The Flames won 5-0.

half against Greensboro."
After jumping out to a 2-0 lead,
the dam broke. In a period of two
minutes, the Flames scored three
goals: Thomas's goal and two by
forward Joey Johnson.
"We executed what we wanted to
do," Wendell Bassett said. "We

which have plagued the team's first
two weeks.
With less than two minutes
remaining in the game, one of the
team's younger players, Kevin
Huffman, came through for the
Flames by knocking thefinalgoal.
Paul Olsen was given the assist.

took our chances and dominated
the midfield."
With 15 minutes remaining,
Coach Bell decided to give experience to his younger players.
Removing almost every starter
from the lineup, he was able to
avoid the risk of further injuries,

"It felt good to finally get our
offense going," Joey Johnson said.
"As a team, we knocked it easy and
got the ball down as a team better."
"It was very tough on the body,"
Matt Sinclair, captain of the
Flames, said. "Whenever you play
every minute of every game, and it

goes into overtime, it's tough."
The UNC-Greensboro game was
a true test for LU. The first half of
the game, the Spartans played very
well offensively and defensively.
Greensboro scored itsfirstgoal 31
minutes into the game, when Matt
Farris scored on a shot off
Liberty's keeper, Joe Larson.
The second half was a different
story. The Flames came onto the
field and turned the game around.
The LU defense stepped it up a
notch and shut down the Spartans,
holding them scoreless for the half.
Meanwhile, Jesse Barrington tied
the game up when he scored off a
Matt Sinclair header, courtesy of a
Simon Murphy corner kick.
"It was a game of halves,"
Coach Bell said. "UNCG played
extremely well in thefirsthalf, and
we did in the second."
Unfortunately, OT was the
enemy once again, and two minutes into the OT period, Jeremy
Fedor gave the Spartans the lead
for good.
"If we had played thefirsthalf
the way we played in the second,"
Joey Johnson said, "we would not
have even gone to OT. (UNCG)
was very fortunate to get out of
here with a victory."
The Flames lost their first conference game, but something gave
them reassurance. "(UNCG) is
favored to win the conference,"
said Jeff Johnson, "and we know
we can beat them."
The Flames' record is 1-3-1, but
their conference record is 1-1.
Wednesday, the Flames will take
on the UVa Cavaliers.

'Mac' readies D
By BEN DONAHUE
Champion Reporter

IBERTY

/future
flames
Qames
Sept. 20
Men's Soccer at UVa.,
7 p.m.
Volleyball vs. UVa.,
7:30 p.m.
Sept. 21
Women's Soccer vs.
Georgetown, 3 p.m.
Sept. 22
Men's Soccer at
Appalachian St., 7
p.m.
Volleybaifiiosts LU 1
invitational, TBA (also
Sept. 23)
Sept. 23
Football at Delaware
St., noon
Men's Soccer at ECU,
3 p.m.
Women's Soccer at
UNCA, 3 p.m.
Cross Country at
Virginia lO-Mller,
10:30 a.m.

Back To School
SALE
* Trek • Giant
* Specialized

When the Liberty University
Flames football team brought
its disappointing 5-6 season to a
close last year, fans of the team
still had reason to be optimistic
about the 1995 season.
The offense seemed to be in
good shape, as Antwan Chiles,
Lawrence Worthington, Robert
Butz and Tony Dews would all
be returning to help put points
on the board in the Flames'
high-powered attack. As an
added bonus, J.T. Morris would
be in the backfield again after a
severe hip injury almost cut
short his football career during
the 1994 season.
The big question mark coming into this season, however,
was the defense. Because of the
dismal 1994 season, the defense
received much of the blame for
the losses, and, with so
many young players, there was
concern that another sub-par
year loomed ahead.
Much of that optimism
changed with a strong showing
from the defense during spring
practices and the annual spring

game. The sudden change in
attitude was made possible by
new Defensive Coordinator
George Maclntyre. Maclntyre
was hired after
former
Defensive Coordinator Jerry
Petercuskie took a coaching
position with the University of
Virginia Cavaliers.
Maclntyre spent a portion of
his coaching career as the head
coach at Vanderbilt University
in Nashville, Tenn.
The new "Mac Attack"
defensive philosophy starts
with an eight-man front (which
consists of four down linemen
and four linebackers) and utilizes team speed to cause opponents problems. And, although
the personnel is young,
Maclntyre is impressed with
what he has seen so far.
"We have a young secondary
and a couple of young tackles
who are taking a while to
adjust, but they are good kids
who play hard and will
improve a lot as the season
continues," Maclntyre said.
Liberty's defense started the
1995 season with a bang, as
they helped lead the Flames to
a 76-6 rout over the West

Virginia Tech Golden Bears.
Last week, the Flames
encountered a tough Virginia
Military Institute team that
scored three touchdowns in the
last 11 minutes of the game for a
50-31 upset.
Despite the loss, Maclntyre is
happy with the progress of
Liberty's
defensive
unit,
although he expects more from
them in the future.
"We just had some bad breaks in
the V.M.I, game," Maclntyre said.
"We were forced to defend from
bad field position during the last
couple of minutes, and, because of
the heat and being on the field so
much, we really didn't perform as
well as we should have.
"But those aren't really excuses not to play well. We should
have overcome that tough position and played better."
With their tough physical play,
the Flames have had to overcome
injuries to a few key players.
Linebacker Damon Bomar and
Defensive Back Sedrick Watkins
are two of the most notable.
Watkins has been playing with a
movable cast on his hand, and, at
press time, the return of Bomar
was still up in the air.

PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE — A Lady Flame
practice her serve earlier this week »t the Vines Center. W
dropped its season record to 1-11 at the American University
Invitational in Washington D.C. Sept. 15-16.

It Takes A Lot Of Drive To Get Ahead

(Not A Lot Of Money)

® TOYOTA
MSRP Starting Under $ 1 0 , 5 0 0
Bikes 1 rW-^ [Unlimited
2248 Lakeside Dr. Lynchburg, Va.
3854157
I. luii & h i 10-7; tuts Ihurs 10-6, Sal 10-6

SEE YOUR TOYOTA DEALER TODAY.

® TOYOTA
1 Love Wh»t You Do Koi Mt

MSRP BASED ON TAX, TAGS. TITLE, FREIGHT, OPTIONAL & REGIONALLY REQUIRED EQUIPMENT, DEALER SETS FINAL PRICE,

wmmm
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Hollowav takes up soccer

Harris Teeter

Ginny goes for goals

MEANS LOIrV PRICES.'

By JOSHUA COOLEY
Champion Reporter

When Ginny Holloway finished her fourth year of women's
basketball last March with 1,180
points, she ended her Liberty
basketball career as the top
women's basketball scorer in
school history.
She also left LU's court ranked
third in career assists with 412
and third in career steals with
199. Concisely put, Holloway
has made a living out of scoring
points and stunning opponents
with her hands. Up until now,
that is. This year, she is relying
on her feet.
The biggest scoring machine
in LU women's basketball history is now using her last year of
athletic eligibility to play soccer.
Having started most of the
Lady Flames' games so far,
Holloway, an outside halfback,
has even scored a goal.
At first glance, it may seem
that soccer is just like basketball
to Holloway — it just comes naturally to her.
But going from hardwood to
turf isn't exactly an easy,
overnight switch, especially
when she hasn't played on the
latter for four years.
photo by Dave Denhlmcr
"I don't think I've touched a
HER
GOAL
REMAINS
TO
SCORE
—
Ginny
Holloway
makes
soccer ball since high school,"
the
transition
from
the
basketball
court
to
the
soccer
field.
said Holloway, who started playing soccer when she was five.
four years ago, Holloway office is located near Rick
"With basketball, it was so received numerous chances to Reeves', the women's basketball
much to work on, especially make a collegiate career out of head coach. After basketball finin the summers with condi- soccer. Berry College, Northern ished last year, she informed
tioning to keep myself ready. I Georgia College and Kennesaw Perkins of her desire to play with
didn't even think of kicking a College all recruited her to play the Lady Flames soccer team.
soccer ball.
soccer. Basketball, however,
"He said that would be fine with
"It was awkward at first when which Holloway had been play- him," Holloway said.
Now, as she's taking nine credit
I (played soccer for LU). The ing since she was in the eighth
hours toward a master's degree in
stuff I was able to do in high grade, won out.
school, I was really rusty on.
"Basketball was pretty much counseling, Holloway is relishing
"(Soccer) is so much harder; prevalent right then," Holloway her newfound sport.
"Basketball was a lot more presit's so much more work just to commented. "I knew I wanted to
get a shot, let alone a goal. In get a basketball scholarship. I sure (than soccer) because I was
basketball, you have so many don't know how basketball came recruited, and I had a position to
opportunities to score — one to the forefront over soccer. It fill. It was my job," she said.
"With soccer, I feel a little bit
right after the other. With soccer, just did. I knew I could come to
it's so much more of a team Liberty for basketball and then more laid back. It was just something for me to see if I could
thing. Three or four shots on soccer at the end."
goal in a game is probably the
Holloway was acquainted with still do it. I like to have other
most I'll get."
Ken Perkins, the women's soc- stuff in my life besides work,
While finishing high school cer head coach, because his eat, drink, sleep."

Selected Varieties

Harris
Teeter Chips

Buy One 8 Oz. No Q
Land 0 Lakes

Dip_

& Get One

Kree

Sara Lee

Bagels.

Optometrist

239-6000

Jor your Eyes Only
eye exams <£ contact lens fitting

dless
Grapes
3 Lb. Bag
Red Delicious, Gold
Delicious Or Rome

Apples

Your Choice Anjou,
Bosc, Or Bartlett

9&

Pears

with: 9rving Edelsberg, O.D.
and Optical World
(Next to 7.C. Penney in River Ridge Mali)

$10 off any exam fee
Alt with Student VD

Somethings are hard to leave behind.
I'll make sure your new home measures up.

QnluQf

__ 21
SHOWCASE
PROPERTIES,

INC.

3700 Old Forest Rd.
Lynchburg, VA 24501

Business
(804) 385-6111
Fax
(804) 385-7344
Home
(804) 385-7424

Each office is Independently owned & operated

3. Boise State

1-0-0

1-1-0
2-0-0
2-0-0
1-1-0

8. Troy State

2-0-0

9. E. Kentucky 1-1-0
10. Southern
2-0-0
11. Deleware
1-0-6
l2.GramblHigSt.l-Q-0
13. Georgia So. 2-0-0
!4> Cen. Florida 2-0-0
15. Young' to St. 0-2-0
0-1-0
16. Idaho
0-0-0
17. Pterin
1-0-0
18. Boston U.
19. Wnv& Mary 0-2-0
2& Richmond
2-0-0
21. R Iowa
0-2-0
22. R Hampshire 0-1-0

Hunter
Ice Cream

2/COO

5
3
8
7
4
9
11
10

1/2 gal.

12
13
17
21
6
14

Stock Up And Save

Soft Drink Feature

15
22
16
NR
23

23. W. Illinois

1-1-0

18
24

Kim Osborne *5M 24. Murray St.

2-0-0
1-1-0

NR
NR

25. N. Arizona

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WAN I ED
ftFnST PART TIME JOB IN
LYNCHBURG. Telemarketers needed, excellent wages. Up to $7.75 per
hr.. Plan your own schedule, minimum 3 days, $6.00 min., 4 Days,
$7.00 per hr. Transportation available, van leaves DeMoss Bid., 5:10
Daily. Great hours for students.
Mon- Fri, 5:30 to 9:00 pm, Sat. 10
am to 2pm.
Call 582-1583 or 582-1587.
B&B Presentations, 523 Leesville Rd
Lynchburg, VA 24502

SPRING BREAK '96 - SELL

TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREEH! Student Travel Serviees
is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Cancun, Daytona, and Panama
City Beach.
Call 1-800-6484849.

SPRING BREAK! TRAVEL FREE
with Sunsplash tours, "The Reliable
Spring Break Company" We pay the
Highest commissions, at the lowest
prices. Campus Reps wanted to sell
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona,
Panama City and Padre.
1-800-426-7710.

$1000
FUNDRAISER
Fraternities, Sororities & Student
Organizations. You've seen credit
card fundraisers before, but
you've never seen the Citibank
fundraiser that pays $5.00 per
application.
Call 1tonnaat
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive a
FREE camera.
WANTED FT/FT HELP. WaiUess,
Cooks and Retail. Apply between
Monday and Thursday 2 p.m./ 4 p.m.
Spauky's, 904 Main Street
No calls please.

».

AH Natural

Team
Record Prev. rank
1
1. Mcneese State 2-0-0
2
2.App'achian St. 2-0-0
4. Marshall
S.S.F. Austin
6.JMU
7. Montana

79

Thompson

Division 1-AA College FootbaftPol

Dr. gert Peterson,

14 oz.

2 Liter

FOR RENT
FOR RENT- 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath,
Mobile Home. $330/month plus
utilities, 385-8897.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
IMMEDIATLY!
2 BR Apt. to share $147.50/mo.
Call Heather 239-4987 or exi 2124

Large
KaiserRolls

SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL

STUDENTS -VISITORS.
DV-1 Cireeucard Program,
by U.S. Immigration.
Legal Services
Tel (818)772-7168.
#20231 SlaggSt.
CanogaPark,CA91306.
HEALTH INSURANCE lor students.
L>ws rates, high quality plan.
(804) 525-4120 or 800-844-2675.

6ct
Tropicana Season's^
Orange

Juice

64 oz.

Harris Teeter
Spread
2/<400
UOWl
16 oz.

1

Pepsi Or Diet
Pepsi
- Pk. 20 Oz. NRB
Super Or Regular
Tampons By

Tampax_ _48ct

+89

Capri Sun

Coolers

67.5 oz.

Prices in This Ad Effective Tuesday, September 19, Through Tuesday, September 26, 1995 In Our Lynchburg Stores
Only. We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.
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International
students spice up

Cross Country
finishes in middle

Liberty

of pack —pg. 9

- pg.8
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LU skins

da Bears

By RICH MACLONE
Sports Editor

photo by Matt Cuda

ARMED AND DANGEROUS — Liberty starting quarterback Antwan Chiles cocks his arm while
preparing to launch a pass against Morgan State on Saturday. The Flames won the contest 48-19.
Chiles threw for 157 yards on 15-25 passing, including two TD passes.

A big dose of "Thunder and
Lightning" was just what the doctor
ordered for Liberty (2-1) Saturday.
Lawrence Worthington and J.T.
Morris, the running back tandem
nicknamed
"Thunder
and
Lightning" by Liberty Head Coach
Sam Rutigliano, combined for 253
rushing yards and five touchdowns
in LU's 48-19 victory over Morgan
State (0-3). The game was played in
monsoon-type conditions in front of
3,252 soaked fans.
Liberty jumped out to a 35-0
first-half lead and cruised the rest of
the way. LU moved the ball to the
ends of 425 total yards of offense,
306 on the ground.
"We moved the ball the way we
wanted to," Rutigliano said.
Liberty did what they wanted on
defense for most of the game as
well. The team allowed only 48
MSU rushing yards in thefirsthalf.
The defensive unit also didn't allow
Morgan quarterback Micheal
Moore time in the pocket to pass.
"We really stopped the run and
put a lot of pressure on the passer,"
Rutigliano said.
LU starting quarterback Antwan
Chiles was sharp in his three quarters of work. Chiles finished the
game 15-25, passing for 157 yards
and two touchdown passes.
Chiles' first TD pass came on a
screen to Morris, who caught the
ball near the line of scrimmage and
cut across the field for the 25-yard
scoring scamper. His second was a
45-yard line-drive bomb to wide
receiver Courtney Freeman down
the middle of the field.
"I wanted to put (the game) away
early," Chiles said. "We were still
mad about the VMI game. We just
said we were here to play. We were
pretty sharp."
Chiles was happy with his perfor-

mance, as well as with the way the
team responded to his game.
"The guys feed off the quarterback position. The guys feed off me.
I love it," Chiles said.
One Flame who fed off of both
Chiles and the Morgan State defensive front was Worthington. The
running back amassed 175 rushing
yards on 21 carries, including two
touchdown runs.
Worthington's first scoring run
came on a 40-yard dive. Morgan's
defense showed blitz, and Chiles
called Worthington's number on an
audible at the line of scrimmage.
"(The defensive line) parted
like the Red Sea. The line played
well; it's just a compliment to
what they've been doing,"
Worthington said.
Morris also came through big for
the Flames out of the backfield. The
senior transfer from Penn State
gained 78 yards on the ground for
the Flames with two touchdowns, as
well as 34 receiving yards on four
catches and a touchdown.
"The way J.T. and I rotated
worked really well tonight,"
Worthington said.
The Liberty defense played well.
They were led by linebacker David
Long, who had 13 tackles on the
night. C.H. Christopher and Rodney
Degrate each chipped in with seven
tackles for the game.
In the second half of the game,
the only drama provided was by LU
place-kicker Phillip Harrelson, who
lined up to try a 54-yard field goal
that came up short. If the kick had
been good, it would have been a
new Liberty school record for
longest field goal.
"I could have made it. I've hit
longer in practice," Harrelson said.
"I've hit a 68-yarder off a tee that
went through."
The Flames next travel to
Delaware State Saturday. The contest starts at noon.

Heartbreaker does in Lady
Flames vs. East Carolina
By TOM INKEL
Champion Reporter

The Lady Flames soccer team
turned in one of its most exciting games of the season with its
2-1 loss to East Carolina
University Saturday. The team's
record now stands at 1-6.
ECU scored" first with what
seemed, until the final 15 minutes, to be the game-winning
goal of the game.
In the final quarter, ECU
scored again, but a quick LU
counter-goal and consistent final
attack left the outcome in question until the final horn.
Rainy, windy conditions and a
muddy field led to a fast-paced,
unpredictable contest between
the two teams. The weather was
a handicap to the Flames'
attacking and passing game;
however, ECU was able to lake
advantage with long, hard punts
and racing attacks.
"Rain and wet fields favor the
lesser-skilled team," Lady
Flames Coach Ken Perkins said
after the game. "They weren't as
skilled as we were, but that
meant their game wasn't as
affected as ours."
ECU's first goal came early in
the first half. The shot was a
hard one-touch from a long
cross into the Liberty penally
box. The LU defenders were

unable to keep up with the skipping ball and cover the shot
before it slipped inside the far
post for an ECU goal.
The goal deflated the aggressive LU team until the beginning
of the second half, when a series
of goal-line shots and saves
brought the team alive. Despite
continual attacks, the LU offense
could not capitalize.
"We just couldn't score today,"
midfielder Ruth Fisher said after
the game. "We had great intensity today, and we really worked
together as a team, but we just
could not score."
ECU scored again with 15 minutes left, despite tight marking
and hard tackling from the Lady
Flames' defensive backfield. The
goal came on a tight-angle arching shot over the outstretched
arms of the LU keeper, making
the score 2-0.
Less than two minutes later,
freshman Jennifer Jess hit a shot
past the sliding ECU keeper and
into the net from 12 yards out.
The goal lifted a tired Liberty
team to mount a 10-minute barrage of shots and aggressive
attacks, but the Flames could not
score again.
Coach Perkins spoke for a distinctly downcast team when he
said, "It's hard. We need to break
our losing streak, but we just
couldn't score.

"We need to start shooting
from farther out and concentrate
on getting some goals."
Liberty's trend toward low
goal scoring could be seen in the
team's last game as well when
they fell 2-0 at the University of
North Carolina at Wilmington
Thursday,
Sept. 14. UNCWilmington outshot the Lady

Flames 12-8.
The Lady Flames face a long
series of away games in the
remainder of the season. Only
two of the last eight are at home.
The Flames have yet to face
many of their conference rivals.
They are currently 0-1 inconference, the lone match being
versus University of Maryland-

Baltimore County.
The next LU women's soccer
game will be versus the
Georgetown University Hoyas
Thursday, Sept. 21, at home.
After
that
game,
the
University of North CarolinaGreensboro will be the final
home contest of the season for
the Lady Flames.
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GRINDING IT OUT — LU's Jessica Kerth fights for the ball against East Carolina Saturday.
The Lady Flames dropped the game 2-1 amidst the drizzle and wind.
i

RICH
MACLONE
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Grass vs.
AstroTurf
About 30 years ago, a little
school in a little Rhode Island
town set a huge precedent in the
world of sports. The Moses Brown
School In Providence, R.I.
installed synthetic turf into its
sports facilities. In 1995, the
sports world is feeling the reprecussions of that precendent.
Many of those reprecussions
have come in the form of torn
knee ligaments, foot sprains, broken ankles and rug bums — all
because of artificial turf.
Artificial turf is the bane of
National Football League players'
lives. In a recent survey conducted
by the, National Football League
Players Association, 93 percent of
those surveyed said they believed
there was a strong link between
artificial turf and injuries.
Stadium owners continue to
keep artificial turf on playing surfaces because it is cost-effective.
A typical grass surface costs
$650,000 to install and $105,000
annually to maintain. Artificial
turffields,on the other hand, cost
$1,2 million for installation and
then less than $10,000 to maintain
every season.
Someone should tell stadium
owners that players' health is far
more important than saving a few
bucks. Besides, if a player is
injured on artificial turf, the doctors' fees are more than the savings from the fake-out grass.
Of the 30 NFL stadiums, exactly one half have artificial playing
surfaces. Only three teams have
moved to grass from the fake stuff
since 1985. More should follow
those teams'lead.
There is no correlation between
surfaces and winning. The last two
NFL champions played on different surfaces (the San Francisco
49ers on grass, the Dallas
Cowboys on turf).
If playing on a grass surface
can lengthen the careers of NFL
players, then all the teams should
move to the real stuff. When synthetic playing surfaces grab the
shoes of a player and destroy the
ligaments in his knee, he wishes
this game was on the real deal.
If for no other reason, the teams
should change to grass because it
just plain looks better. All turf
fields are eyesores, and they give
knee sores. They should all be
resurfaced or torn down.
We'll start with roe Kingdome
in Seattle, if the panels don't fall
and kill us first, and we'll move
east. We won't stop until every
playing field in the free world
is surfaced with good oV
fashioned sod.
I am pretty sure mat I'm not the
only one who feels this way. I
would put money on it that No. 1
draft pick in the 1995 NFL draft
Ki-Jana Carter feels pretty much
the same. Carter's season was
ended early when he came up with
a knee injury at the Silverdome in
Detroit on AstroTurf. I'm sure he's
spent quite some time thinking
about this very subject.
Let's get rid of the fake stuff.
It'll make things a lot safer and
more fun to watch. Maybe we can
start with Williams Stadium. If
we're going to save some knees,
we should probably start with the
home team, and our final stop will
be a little school in l^vjdenee, R. 1,

